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Hartland Avenue clump is 
filling up and must be expanded 
or a new site found.
Time is a major factor in 
making the decision on solid 
waste disposal methods for the 
Capital Regional District, said 
Chief Engineer Mike Williams.
CRD Waste Management 
branch recently approved 
$277,(KH) to hire a steering com­
mittee comprised of experts 
from the CRD, federal govern­
ment, municipal affairs and
local municipal representatives.
“It is a technical committee 
not a political one,” stressed 
Williams.
At the present rate of 
disposal, Williams estimates the 
Hartland dump will reach its 
capacity within two to three 
years. However, if the present 
landfill is expanded, the site 
could be utilized for an addi­
tional 50 to 90 years, depending 
on the expansion.
“Rut it may not be the most
suitable location.” Another 
solution under consideration is 
the Macaulay Point outfall.
“It is a requirement of the 
Waste Management Act that the 
various regions and 
municipalities involved in waste 
should go through a process 
with as much public input as 
possible,” Williams explained. 
The other motivating factor 
to embrace the year-long plan, 
is that Hartland is “running out 
Continucti on Page A3
Rock pier violotes leose; 
LPHlooks into complais'^ ' s
Ministry of lands, parks aiid 
housing is invesiigatitig conr- 
plaitits from areti residents that 
Frtink Towlcr of Sen.'inus Rottd 
used Crown land to build a pier 
from his properly, violtuing his 
foreshore lease,
‘‘We received complaints 
from neighbors that he was do­
ing something on the bcaeh,”'
said LPH regional director 
i-Xuig MeColl. Pal Grove, 
manger of Ititid administration 
for the ministry inspected the 
site .Inly 24. Grove ,said the lan ­
downers were “served with a 
cease and desist notice,”
rowler is alleged to have 
violated the lease by con.siruc- 
ting a rock pier into tltc water
I , me ttgttln presented to you In n doiP
ble bining. . . the second annual Sidney Dixieland Jniz 
I-esflval and Central Saanich Days this Weekend, 
you ain't Juit whlstllii* Dixie at the Sidney Jnn l-eitlvnl 
AUB* 1*3, With nine jaa* bands keeping Sidney hopping 
there'll be everything from gospel to traditional music.
■ .\nd It's Central Saanich Days' 15th anniversary Aug, ' 
4i Thlrty^fllK slow*pltch (cams will gather for n weekend 
tourney In Centennial Park, What goes best With n ball
and g cool brw, all
hVidUbkdully.,,
No money? No rnimer. Central Saanich Days has lots to 
do that's free — horsc-dmwn hnyrides, arts and craft 
stalls, Jaws of Life dctnajisiratlori and a SJ ,000 draw, 
Sujipott Central rsutmich Lions Club, Buy a raffle ticket 
and support the inalor fundraiser of the year — Central 
Saanich Dayi.- ■
«U Thompfioii Cove.
The removal of the rocks, 
pan of which were from the cud 
of Mount Newton Crossroad, 
made that bench inaccessible to 
swimmers, said municipal 
building inspector Rob 
Brodgcscll. Removal of the 
rocks also left the aiea iniiildy, 
he noted.
Towler “has allegedly tlone 
some of the work tifter 
Urodgcsell asked him not to do 
it,” Aid. George MneFarlnnc 
said.
Brodge.scll said Towler ap­
plied lor a foreshore lease to 
build a pier out to moor Ills 
boat. “The plans for a pile-type 
of pier were approved and tire 
next thing we became aware, 
through residems complaints, 
was that the pier ha.s turned out 
to be a rock berin." A bertn Is 
an elongated rock pile,
The berm is oui twice as fur 
ns the lca.se allows. “The berm 
will have to be rcmovtjtl and the 
whole structure be built to 
.si/e,”
'fowler could not be reached 
for comment.
MacFitrlane also sriifi a erntip 
of neighbors are seeking legal 
advice about the .situation.
Council receiv'Al the verlui! 
report and ruiinicipal engineer 
Al Mackey was asked to prepare 
a written report.
Mackey said 'I'osvler’s lease 




By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
The long-running battle bet­
ween Central Saanich council 
and Bert Stocks reached a fever 
pitch July 22 as district 
employees moved in with heavy 
equipment and police protec­
tion to clean up piles of manure 
and garbage on Stock’s Keating 
Crossroad property.
As a TV camera and six 
media people notified by 
Stocks’ grand-daughter looked 
on, municipal employees equip­
ped with a front-end loader and 
tractor cleaned up the property, 
accompanied by screams of pro­
test from the Stocks family.
Stocks was arrested by Cen­
tral Saanich police and held for 
a short time after allegedly at­
tempting to strike a district 
employee. No charges followed 
the incident.
“He was humiliated to the 
lowest degree . . . you can’t put 
this man through any more,” 
said daughter Debbie Wilson. 
“They can’t keep doing this to 
the little guy.”
Stocks will be billed $500 to 
$600 for the three-and-a half 
hour clean-up, said municipal 
administrator Gay Wheeler. 
The bill will be added to his 
taxes if he does not pay.
Stocks, 60, has angered 
neighbors by operating the 8.5- 
acre property as a smelly 
“nuisance farm’’ since 
September, 1985. He began
dumping manure to protest 
council’s decision not to rezone 
the property from farmland to 
allow a proposed h i g h 
technology industrial park.
“The idea was to stink them 
out.” he said.
Since then, a second applica­
tion to rezone the property for 
residential use has stalled
because Stocks would not pro­
duce the required $500 deposit 
to advertise the necessary public 
hearing.
Wheeler said he and district 
engineer Al Mackey decided to 
act after Stocks did not respond 
to a demand two weeks earlier 
by council that he clean up his 
Continued on Page A3
Drinking driver 
triggers pile-up
An impaired driver who had never been issued a driver’s 
licence allegedly triggered a massive chain reaction acci­
dent that left 10 vehicles crashed on Highway 17 last Fri­
day.
The 22-year-old man apparently pulled out from Mount 
Newton Crossroad into rush hour traffic, struck one car, 
bounced off and crossed the median and then smashed 
another.
Crashed cars blocked the northbound lane for onrushing 
traffic, and seven more vehicles stacked up helplessly, leav­
ing two people injured and $9000 total damage.
Juanita Hortobagyi, 43, of Sidney, driver of one vehicle 
was taken to Saanich Peninsula Hospital following the ac­
cident with undetermined injuries, but * released-shortly’* 
afterwards. An 11-year-old girl, a passenger in another 
vehicle, suffered a consussion.
A lone Central Saanich police officer battled frantically 
to sort out the tangle, following what Police^ C^
Miles termed the largest accident in the area in several 
years.-'
Aaron Sam, 22, of 7651 Church Road in Saanichton, 
was charged with impaired driving, driving with a blood- 
alcohol content over .08 and driving without a valid 
driver’s licence in connection with the incident.
misses, 
'mlmculom'sof police
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Lloyd 'folbert was abrubtly 
yanked from a snooze when a 
440-pound cast iron water 
main fitting smashed through 
the windshield of the totir bus 
he was riding Thursday, wedg­
ing in the aisle and trapping 
him in hi.s third-row seat.
Toibert was part of a group 
of Wichita Kansas tourists cn 
route to Bulchart Gardens. 
Central Saanich police con­
firmed the bus was making its 
way up Keating Crossroad 
about one block off Highway 
17 when the chunk of water- 
main fell from a passing flatb­
ed, bounced from the pave­
ment and ploughed its way 
through the bus windshield iiP 
juring the driver and three 
passengers.
At the accident site the 
flatbed driver, later identified 
us J.W. Kokkelink of Norilv 
.Saanich, said his loud of .scrap 
iron sliifted on the road curve. 
He was charged with having 
an in.sccure load, police con­
firmed Monday.
Tour bus operator Albert 
Shorope of Arkan.sas, Kansas 
.saw the iron projectile coming, 
Central .Snanich police Sgl. 
Don Mann said Monday. 
Shorope, wearing a seatbelt, 
exerted .so much (orcc to duck 
out of the way he suffered 
broken ribs ns a result, Mann 
added.
Shorope wn.s transported to 
Victoria General Hospital for 
irentmeni where he nlso rccciv- 
cd eight .sutures to his head. A 
hospital report Friday said 
|Shoropc was in stable condi­
tion and soon to be released, 
Two passengers were treated 
in emergency for minor itv 
iuries then rHerKcd, nnd n 
third, Jeanne White was held 
ovcrnighi forob.servution.
“It's Just miraeulnun tliat 
there wnsn’i a fatality." 
reflected Mann Monday 
rioting wilt'll Shorope was Idt 
the bus decelerated tind could' i ■ ' ■ ' '
have slipped its gears to roll the air brakes and prevent the 
back onto Highway 17 into bus from rolling back onto the 
afternoon traffic. Iiighway.”
Butchart’s Gardens played a 
Shorope’s wife, a tour hand in keeping the tour go- 
guide, was seated on the bus ing. Remaining passengers 
stairs when the mishap oc- were transfered to another bus 
curred. “She popped the rented by Butchart’s and con- 
emergency button on tlie tinued on Keating Cross Road, 
dash,” said Mann “She had Their entertainment and meals 
enough initiative to dynamite were on the house.
AN AFTERNOON HUS TOUR was intarruptod July 24 
whon Ihia 440 pound wolor»maln “T“ croahod throuoh 
tho window Injuring lour poop!®. J
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CENTRAL SAAMICH DAYS PROGRAM
Slow pitch soft ball tournament 
(3S teams).
Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
9:00 am-6:00 pm.
Horse drawn hayrides 
Dally from 10:00 am
Arts and Crafts stalls 
Dally from 10:00 am
Dart tournament (located in 
tennis courts)4
Saturday and Sunday 9:30 am on
Raffle Draw 
Monday 4:00 pm
Central Saanich Fireman 
Jaws of Life demonstrations
Bingo




Daily 8:00 am -11:00 am
r*]'
Cake walk 
Daily from 10:30 am
Beef-in-a-bun, Hamburgers, 
Hot Dogs, etc.
Games of chance 
Daily from 10:30 am
Bavarian Garden 
Daily from 11:00 am
REMEMBER TO BUY YOUR RAFFLE TlCKETll 
DRAW 4:00 PM MONDAY
JWSESSAQE FROM THE MAYOR
■ ■■ Pi-H;
lam
annual Control Saanich Doya.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 







will tako a atroll alono our nowly dovolopod trail system.
The Control Saanich Lions Club has takon a loading role in improving the services
returned to the community to the benefit of us all.
On behalf of the citizens of Central Saanich best wishes for a successful, happy 
holiday weekend.
MAYOR RON CULLIS
Welcome to our ISth annual Central Saanich Days. 63 Lions and their families devote 
many days to this fun-filled weekend. pr<
Imately 75% of the Lions annual budget.
), IcKial hospitals, Individuals in distress 
and youth activity groups. Many Lions' projects benefit the whole community. Our 1086 
project was the restoration of the Lacrosse Box in Centennial Park.
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ENRAGED and armed with rocks (left) Bert Stocks takes aim at district employees. 
(Above) Stocks and Central Saanich policemen watch enforced cleanup.
Mooyre, gorboge removed
Continued from Page A i
property or have the district do 
it for him.
Wheeler cited the continuing 
“violent complaints” about the 
“horrendous odor” as the key 
reason for the move.
Since the clean-up, daughter 
Wilson has paid the $500 for the 
public hearing for residential 
rezoning, which Wheeler says 
will be held within the month.
She said she could no longer 
stand the effect on her parents 
of the continuing controversy. 
“My mom has really high blood 
pressure. Dad was so sick the 
next day he was throwing up. 
It’s going to kill them.”
Stocks said he had not been 
able to afford the $500 deposit 
to enable the public hearing. He 
also charged that “a lot of stuff 
has passed around there without 
paying it.” However, Wheeler 
said all public hearings on 
rezoning applications introduc­
ed by property ow'ners required 
the $500 deposit.
Stocks said though he had 
originally introduced the 
manure as a protest, he now 
needed it to farm.
He said he has become more 
seriously interested in farming 
(he has to raise a certain amount 
of income from farming to be 
eligible for a lower property tax
rate).
“Why should 1 get rid of my 
manure when I have 47 fruit 
trees. If 1 want to farm it 1 have 
to buy more.”
However, he said, he had 
watered the manure to make it 
more smelly as recently as a 
month ago, when angry over a 
dispute with a neighbor.
Hesldent ordered 
t© remove cors
Central Saanich resident 
Steven Jack has been trying for 
10 years to get his neighbor, 
Tom Eagle, to remove 12 
unlicensed vehicles from beside 
Jack’s fence.
Central Saanich’s amended 
municipal nuisance bylaw will 
enable council to force Eagle to 
remove the vehicles.
Jack said “it’s been going on 
for 10 years from when he mov­
ed in (to 2912 Island View 
Road). He parked them in front 
of my fence and dismantled 
them.”
Aid. Eric Lewis at the July 21 
meeting said he had been to see 
the vehicles and they were a 
“ fiU]iy.mess. ”
, Council voted to allow staff 
to notify Eagle to remove his 
cars.
In other council busine,ss. 
Chew Enterprises Ltd. was 
granted a temporary commer­
cial use permit to operate a 
recreational vehicle park on 
Campion Road.
The permit, subject to the 
municipal engineer’s approval 
of road access to the site, will be 
valid to Sept. 30, 1987.
Among recommendations ac­
companying the permit was a 
limit of 162 units on the site.
^ PUB











FRl. & SAT. NIGHT
SPIT ROAST 
SAT. NIGHT & SUN.
OPEN SUNDAY 
2215 Canoe Cove Rd. 
656-3498
Sooschei threcifeiieci
by stiff fox byrcioii
Sidney council decided July 
21 not to grant a property tax 
exemption to the Memorial 
Park Society, including Sanscha 
hall, next year because North 
Saanich turned down a request 
to subsidize the hall.
The tax may put the com­
munity hall as.sociation out of 
business, said president John 
Lapham.
“We (Sidney) arc under the 
same budget re.straints as they 
(North Saanich) itre,” said Aid. 
Ron Kubek. “If North Saanich 
can’t afford to keep up their 
obligations neither can wc.”
Newly elected Aid. Herb Ad­
dison .said North Saanich “seem 
to be willing to take part in co­
operation and liaison when it 
suits them.”
Aid. Den Htliier feared the 
decision might jeapordi/e North 
Saanich’s co-operation in 
another maiter — Sidney's cur-
site eyed
Continued (ram Page Al
of permitted space,” If expand­
ed, the new area would be tiway 
from residential properties, 
Williams said, so the expansion 
would not be noticeable.
Earlier this year, poisonou.s 
leachate filtering tlirough 
Hartland Avenue dump killed 
fish in the I’od Creek Inlet.'.Ai 
that time, the CRD approved a 
plan to transport the toxic waste 
to Macaulay Point.
Williams ‘‘.aid inc’rearini' the 
Hartland Avenue capacity 
“should not increase the 
leachate probletn because it will 
take at least 20 yeais to i>e 
cleared.”
CRD officials will also ex­
amine recycling, composting 
and incineration.
Williams expects the plan to 
he implemented by September, 
1987, . ■ » .
rent application for rezoning of 
Sidney-owned property on 
Dickson Road in North 
Saanich. “It may be irrelevant 
but it .sure has a bearing on it,” 
.said Ethier.
The property was exempted 
from Sidney taxes in 1986, and 
had slightly more than half 
assessed taxc,s returned in tlic 
form of a grant in 1985 and 
1984. North Saanich has never 
.subsidized the liall, .said Mayor 
Lloyd Harrop.
“Our response is look at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre,” 
countered North Sa,anich Aid. 
Gene Bailin, noting that the 
recreation centre is subsidized 
by North Saanich through a 
properly lax exemption,
Lapluim .said“As long as the 
hall is taxed, there’s no way the 
association can generate enough 
money to pay and keep the hall 
gbing,
“Our fintmeial .situation is 
precarious as it is,”
Memorial Park Society presi­
dent Gerry Edwards .said he 
would be ineeiing with Sidney 
council members lids week to 
discuss the .situation furllier.
Earlici in the .same meeting, 
Sidney council moved to con­
tinue the Peninsulii Community 
Association's properly tax ex- 




Mon. Aug. 11 lo FrI. Aug. 15 
Ages Z -10 years 
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
“Prospecting In God's Word" 









10364 MacDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney - 656-371Z
Christine!
4th and Open Every Day
Boocon 8 am “10 pm
inawmiaHiMtim




I’m still very active in our Insurance Department 
and look forward to serving you for a long time yet 
(loud groan).
SIGNED: John (Back from 
Retirement) Bruce
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I energy-saving WINDOW SYSTEMS
656-98B3











2V4 to ZV2 lbs. 
Average Weight 
Before Cooking.
Summer or Sear Sausage
OVERLANDER
Hotdog h Hambuger Buns






1 Litre Tetra Brik.
Town House Relishes
Asst’d. 375 ml Jar.
Seven Up or
Reg. or Diet or Cherry Pepsi. 
750 ml Bottle. Plus Deposit. .
Firm, Juicy, B.C. Grown 
No. 1 Grade








No. 1 Grade. oa.
Open 8 am to Midnight
7 DAYS A WEEK
Advertlned Prices In EfIecI July 28 to Aug. 3,1985 
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Sorry episodo
Is Bert Stocks being crucified by Central Saanich 
council? Hardly.
Of course, seeing a photo taken last week of Stocks 
holding his sobbing granddaughter while Central 
Saanich employees forcibly cleaned up his property, one 
might feel differently.
But this is because Stocks called over a photographer 
and staged the photo. During the circus-like episode last 
week. Stock’s Keating Crossroad property swarmed 
with media types the family had previously contacted.
Meanwhile, his neighbours refused to comment. 
Their suffering, due to Stock’s continued dumping of 
manure and garbage on his property in protest, rather 
than paying the $500 deposit for a public hearing to 
rezone the land, remained unheard.
The $500 fee is the required deposit, so Stocks was 
stalling the rezoning himself by refusing to cough up.
Yet at the precise moment a television camera was 
poised last Tuesday, a cheque for $500 was finally pro­
duced and thrust at a hapless district employee. As the 
news camera rolled, the unfortunate employee drew 
blasts from the entire Stocks clan for refusing to accept 
the cheque on the spot.
Stocks’ daughter said he could not afford the deposit, 
but the family had suffered so much, she finally decided 
to lend them the money. Perfect timing.
If the rezoning was blocked simply because Stocks 
couldn’t afford to pay, why take it out on his neighbors 
by continuing the smelly protest?
But if the money was withheld for other reasons, and 
then finally produced when it suited Stocks, he is guilty 
of causing the whole sorry episode.
Support the spirit
There’s a community close by with an identity crisis 
— Central Saanich.
Central Saanich council received notice of federal 
surplus properties coming up for sale when a letter was 
forwarded to them by Saanich council. They weren’t on 
the federal government’s mailing list. Earlier this sum­
mer Aid. Eric Lewis expostulated over a tourist guide’s 
failure to recognize Central Saanich as the home of But­
chart’s Garden. Once again Saanich got the credit.
This sprawling community of rolling green acreages 
will shine its own light onThe Peninsula this weekend. 
The local Lions club has sponsored Central Saanich 
Days for the-past 15 years. The business sector is spon­
soring a $1,000 draw. Centennial Park, one celebration 
location; was recently praised by visitors as the best out­
door recreational facility in Greater Victoria.
People frequently complain about the lack of corn- 
munity activities and feeling of cohesiveness and identi­
ty. As human nature would have it, we tend to pass the 
buck, expecting someone else to provide these for us. 
And we often complain about the effort made, offering 
pithy suggestions on how an event could have been bet­
ter if only. . .
The efforts of a few will provide entertainment for 
many this weekend. Central Saanich Days are Aug. 2-4 
and are an excellent excuse to visit the area. Events like 
this should be supported and helped to improve year 
after year. The 1986 Central Saanich Days promise to be 
the best ever. Don’t sit back and say there’s nothing to 






Anyone who watched Sidney 
council proceedings July 21 and 
saw Marylin Erickson present 
the petition from almo.st 1,400 
people, must have come to the 
conclusion that it is not the fear 
of insurance risk keeping signs 
off the streets of Sidney. It is 
the simple fact, that our mayor 
does not like them.
Under correspondence, Chris 
Dysart’s letter about the signs 
that took more than five weeks 
to get before council, was 
quickly disposed of; “Receiv­
ed”.
Erickson’s presentation of 
the petition was very coolly
received by Mayor Norrna 
Sealey and the meeting almost 
terminated very quickly with no 
action on the petition. 
However, council was able to 
refer the infamous sign bylaw to 
committee for review. The only 
vote against the motion was that 
of the mayor.
Erickson pointed out that the 
municipalities of Oak Bay, Cen­
tral Saanich, Ladysmith, Che- 
mainus, and Esquimau allow 
the sign boards. Victoria has 
such a bylaw, but does not en­
force it. I personally counted 
more than 40 of them in Vic­
toria a couple of weeks ago. In 
conversation with Mayor Susan
Brice of Dak Bay some time ago 
she said “we love them here.”
Don’t you, as I do, find it dif­
ficult to understand how the 
liability changes with the 
mayor?
In her inaugural address (1 
have it on video tape) Mayor 
Sealey said “At the pension 
fund conference held in Vic­
toria, it was pointed out that 
jobs are not created by big 
business getting bigger, but by 
small businesses thriving. Small 
business creates eight times 
more jobs than does big 
business.”
Sealey also said she would 
work to preserve the downtow'n 
of Sidney, as the commercial 
core of the northern part of the
Saanich Peninsula, and work to 
prevent the “Nanaimo” syn­
drome, of all the centres along 
the highway.
Have you noticed the empty 
stores on Beacon, and the build­
up along the Pat Bay Highway?
The mayor and 1 are working 
fairly well together in this coun­
cil. Much better than we both 
e.xpected following the election, 
but, in the matter of the sign 
bylaw, Sealey is once again on 
the wrong side of the fence. As 
Erickson pointed out, more 
people want the signs returned 
to the streets of Sidney, than 
want most of the members of 
council, on the Sidney council!
Cy Relph, Alderman
McCorthy will carry the day
VICTORIA — The race for 
the leadership of the Social 
Credit Party i.s just about 
over, and a handful of British 
Columbians will now deter­
mine who is to become 
premier.
.lust to go on record one 
more time. I still believe Grace 
MeC’arthy will carry the day at 
Whistler.
But what abmil the tally of 
committed votes, according to 
which some Socreds claim that 
Bill Vantler Zalm is in first 
place?
Funny thing about commit­
ted votes is ihnt those profess­
ing to be committed to one 
candidate or another lie a lot, 
I.et’s face it. if you're a good 
Socred from McCarthy’s 
riding, you hud better profess 
to be coirnnitted to the lady or 
you won’t go to the conven­
tion.
Another thing about com­
mitted votes is tiutt they often 
hold only for the first ballot.
* Unle.ss a clear winner begins to 
cmtTgein the first ballot« votes 
tend to change.
Remember tlnu Boti Rkelly 
had only a scant 170 or so 
votes at the NDP’s last leader­
ship convention. When it 
became clem tltat neilliei 
David Vickers nor Bill King 
could win, delegates looked 
for someone el.se, mid .Skcliy 
was It,.
Withom getting a lot of 
votes previously committed to
■ 'AT THE ' : 
LEGISLATURE 
HUBERT BEYER
the (WO from runners, Skelly 
wouldn’t have had a chance.
According to my calciiht- 
lions, McCarthy will be out 
front on the first ballot imd 
will stay tlterc in successive 
ballots, collecting most of llte 
votes committed to low- 
scoring delegaie.s in previous 
ballots.
Vander Zalm has been com­
ing on strong in the final two 
weeks of the campaign and 
may well be McCaMliy's 
strongest challenger curly in 
the voting process.
My Grace- for-premier 
scenario can come apart if the 
two front rnnners remain 
deadlocked. That’s iltc lime 
delegates may begin scouting 
around for an alternalive. 
/rbai alternative could well be 
Brian Smith,
According to a TV survey, 
ihw delegate.', me luukihg fur 
someone with cabinet e.'S- 
pcricnce. That would leave 
Bud Smith out in the cold.
I he same suivcy, liuwcNcr, 
found that Socreds in general, 
the folks who won't he at
Whistler but vvill Ire called on 
for support in the next elec­
tion, aren't that much in­
terested in the old guard, They 
would prefer someone who 
isn’t associated with the pre­
sent cabinet,
I have a hunch if all Socred 
voters in B.C. had n say in tlic 
leadership race, Vander Zalm 
would walk away with (he 
pri/e, But lliey don’t have any 
say in the matter, wliich is why 
I doubt that Vander Zalm can 
win.
All of Which is very un­
fortunate for the party 
because Vander Zalm is the 
only one of tire candidates 
who would luive a chance of 
winning the next election for 
the Socreds. ''
1 don’t think that McCaiiliy 
can win an election. As the on­
ly leftover from the W.A.C. 
Bennett go”ct'umeiit Im 
once referred to her and two 
other women in cabinet as his 
kitchen cabinet Mcrnrihy 
is the \cry antithesis of 
political renewal.
Unless the Socreds present
voters witli a lot of new faces 
and a now leader, untainted by 
10 years of Bill Bennett rule, 
they will be dcfcaicd at the 
next election.
That leaves out the present 
c a h i n c i m i n i s t e r s a n d 
backhenchers. It also leaves 
out Bud Smith because of l\is 
close association with Bennett.
A few others such as Bob 
Wenman may not be 
associated wiili the pic.sent 
governmemt, but don’t count 
because they don’t have tlie 
political recognition factor 
necessary to win an election,
rhemore I look around, the 
more I am convinced that the 
Socreds' only chance of slay­
ing in power is Vander Zalm.
Me has the experience, but 
he has lalso disassociated 
himself from tlie present 
governmeni by resigning when 
he could no longer agree witli 
the way Bcmnett ran the pro­
vince.
And most important, 
Vander /aim represents that 
somewalit /.any aspect of 
politics British Columbians 
have always preferred to tire 
sedate and dull politics |)rac- 
ticed elsewhere in Canada.
I'm sure Vander Zalm is the 
r.infiifinte llu* NDP would 
least like to face in the next 
election. They'd much prefer 
John Reynolds, bin I doubt 
whether the delegates at 
Whistler will accommodate 
them.
Land belongs to us
Editor:
Can the Review continue to 
bring to the attention of 
residents in North Sannicli and 
Sidney, the fact that tlie 
Memorial Park land (approx­
imately 4 acres) belongs to us 
all? I did not understand iliis 
when 1 became a memher of the 
coniimmiiy. The land was ac­
quired by a group of citizens in 
(Tie early P)20s as a meinorial to 
First World War .soldiers of iTiis 
area,
In 1932 Sidney and North 
Saanich War memorial park 
Society was formed and became 
title holder of the land, ^
In 1952 an organi/.alion ■ 
Sidney and North Sannicli 
Community Hall Association 
(SANSCHA) was established 
mid after the usual people pro­
blems, was granted the site on 
the Meinorial Park for a renitil 
of $I a year. There were further 
problems that finally led to the 
request that a Trust be set up, 
and (hat trusiee he removeil 
from any possible local conflict, 
The Royal Trust accepted the 
responsibility, acting as trustee 
from 1965 until fills Inly when 
the court granted their request 
to be relieved of the chore. 
Only one application for 
trusteeship w,as made, this by ii 
group of citizens that had 
already formed tlie new Sidney 
and Noffli Saanich Menuvri.il 
Park .Society and iiiisiccsliip 
was granted by the court July 15 
of this year.
When land .was expropi iateil
first by the provincial govern­
ment and then by Sidney in I9()l 
and 1984 respeciively, there was 
then riioney as well as land in 
the Trust. It is a very involved 
legal affair, but the essence is 
that yon, citizen, own the land, 
so when (he now Sidney and 
North Siuinieh Meinorial Ihirk 
Society asks as follows, thai you 
“submit suggestions for land 
use requirements lo mcei 
cultural, recreniional and 
ailileiic needs in ilie coiiimuiii- 
ty" your interest, suggestions 






As a new resident to Sidney, I 
was most impressed witli iTie ef­
ficient service given by tlie 
RCMP who acted promptly to a 
roporl which 1 made to them,
concerning idiotic and 
disgusting graffiti on and adjii- 
ceiit to (he Pat Bay Highway.
It tins brainless and inespun- 
sible spraying of walls and 
pavements is luii curbed (par­
don iTie pun) visfiois and 
residents will get a vi,i . wrong 
impression of Beautiful .Sidney 
by the Sea.
T'\ Butler
stomp ants and sip some vodka
Where are you going on your holidays?
I don’t know how many times I’ve been asked that question 
during the past few weeks while we waited for summer to ar­
rive, but it’s been quite a few.
My answer was always — nowhere.
It’s a jungle out there in the travel world. Planes, trains, 
buses, cars and two-tone campers tearing back and forth; 
their occupants looking for parking places, eating spots and 
clean beds.
do
Dr. K bought a bottle of vodka. It seemed like the thing to
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
International travel? You’ve got to be kidding?
Terrorists with bombs in their pockets lurk behind 
mailbo.xes ready to lob them (the bombs) in my direction. 
I Hooded people with foreign accents holding cocked pistols 
wait to crab and demand nnennseinnahlp r>f mv' linHvit t g u co cio ble sums of y body 
(warm or cold); and who will pay?
So I had planned a passive summer at home just stomping 
ants, killing clover, baiting slugs, cutting grass and taking 
warm baths.
But then I read somewhere that home burglaries were on 
the rise and terrorists were getting tired of Europe and Africa 
and could come to North America for the summer holidays — 
with their bombs.
As a matter of fact, the safest countries in which to holiday 
this summer were said to be behind the Iron Curtain where 
the state holds the terrorist monopoly and free-lance bombers 
are liqudated.
I slowly loosened the white-knuckled grip on my armchair 
and called a close friend who had recently returned from a 
two-week, group tour of Moscow and other parts of Russia. 
If anyone could help me decide, he could.
Dr. K (a phony name to protect the poor lad) told a lengthy 
tale the bare details of which I have summarized below in the 
meagre space kindly allotted to me by this newspaper.
Four-hour flight from Vancouver to Toronto followed by 
rush to transfer to Montreal-bound flight which left an hour 
late.
Open seating only on Aeroflot to Moscow so lined up for 
hour and a half in Montreal air terminal for rush to get con­
tiguous seats. Bumped down at Gander, Newfoundland to 
top up gas tanks. Three hundred and fifty passengers 
wandered around airport from 2-3:30 a.m.
Flight to Shannon took four and a half hours. More gas ad­
ded, then six-hour jaunt to Moscow. It’s a 7 p.m. in Moscow 
and time to get a little shut eye. Right?
Wrong.
Man with group’s passports went missing. Russian custom 
officials not amused. Passports located but baggage lost. 
Well, not really lost. It was still in Montreal.
But that didn’t really matter because somehow the Swedish 
tour company which set up trip failed to book hotel rooms.
Subsequent negotiations took six hours. This gave all group 
members plenty of time to study the inside of their first Rus­
sian building — the Moscow air terminal.
Solution reached. Canadians put on 2:30 a.m. train to 
Smolensk. Four tired tourists in each tiny compartment.
It sort of seemed like the right time to open the vodka and 
four men emptied the bottle. Now men needed emptying but 
compartment door to hall and waiting washroom resisted all 
attempts to open. So bottle was refilled.
In morning, door again refused to budge and trapees 
wondered if KGB was involved and a Siberian holiday was in 
the offing. Final desperate lunge opened the door. No one 
killed in rush to bathroom.
Shower at third-rate Smolensk hotel was like going to 
heaven. It preceeded day of tourist activities and dinner at 
hotel. Back to train at 10 p.m. for overnight journey to 
Moscow. No vodka this time.
Russian solution to no hotel accomodation is to put’em on 
train and keep’em moving.
Baggage arrives from Montreal and customs cleared for se­
cond time. Hotel reservations now confirmed for balance of 
trip which was filled with tourist attractions and shopping.
Shopping in Russia is different.
First figure out what you want to buy and then line up to 
get its price written on slip by clerk. Take slip and line up at 
cashier to pay; then line up again with receipted slip to pick 
up purchase.
Rubles not much good. There wasn’t much to buy in stores 
which accepted Russian currency and the main tourist shops 
dealt only in foreign currency.
But you could by a pair of blue jeans for $ 150 to $200.
Dr K said if the tourist company hadn’t screwed up, the trip 
would have been tiring but worth the effort. In Tourist, the 
Russian tourist company, was very helpful; the food was 
generally good and the historical sites and museums excellent 
— and there were no terrorists.
The flight home was just as fun-filled and unpredictable as 
the trip over but I’ll spare you the details.
I also think I’ll take my chances .with local burglars this 
summer, stomp ants and sip some vodka — after making sure 
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not oxactly as illustrated
Editor:
Congratulations must be ex­
tended to Sidney Council on 
their decision to block the 
McDonalds restaurant pro­
posal.
One can only maravel at the 
shortsightedness of those who 
would approve yet another fast 
food franchise in a town of this 
silze. Surely the local residents 
can only consume so much food 
and God knows we are 
“Restaurant City’’ as it is. A 
drive through Colwood should 
be enough to convince anyone 
who is seriously concerned 
about the long term future of 
Sidney that already we have 
gone too far in the wrong direc­
tion.
As Aid. Ron Kubek's cam­
paign was based on “jobs for 
youth’’ it is understandable that 
he might be angry and dissa- 
pointed at the prospect of losing
a potential 110 jobs (an exag­
gerated estimate I’m sure). 
There are however other con­
siderations, not the least of 
which is the less youthful 
members of our community 
who have sunk there life savings 
and mortgaged the dog to create
Perplexed
jobs for themselves and families 
by opening small family 
restaurants, many of whom are 
striving at this moment to re­
main open. The over 40s would 
like to work too.
Perhaps a more solid 
economic foundation could be 
laid if Kubek concentrated his 
efforts on a plan to encourage
Penninsula .shoppers and cer­
tainly tourists to this potentially 
beautiful resort town, who it 
appears up to now are passing 
us by. He could still make good 
on his promise.
I think a pair of Golden Ar­
ches will not do it.
Alex R. Bernett 
Sidney
P E NIN S U LA L U GG AG E ®-9843-2nd si.





The Sidewalk Sale scheduled 
for Sunday, August 3 has un­
fortunately had to be cancelled 
due to extra costs involved that 
wc had not anticipated.
We hope we have not in­





Whereas, like the Review, I 
approve of saluting “New 
Faces, New Places,’’ I am 
perplexed by something: Why. 
when interviewing Paul Quin at 
the Maples Gallery, for this 
advertisement, did your 
photographer choose to hide 
Paul’s face, so readers cannot 
see his “new face’’?
It is almost an insult when 
you note how clearly one sees 
faces in other pictures in that 
ad. Couldn’t you please send 
the pliotographer out to do 
another shot of him in the 
open?
You may think 1 have a 
vested interest in this, since I 
presently have a one woman 
show running there for the 
month of July, but my intcre,sts 
are like your own, and above 
reproach: 1 welcome the re­
opening of a local gallery of 
such quality arid I love to .sup­




Donvier ice Cream 
Machines arriving!





In a recent column in the 
Review you addressed the issue 
of the BCGEU/BC government 
productivity. In the event that 
there may be some confusion
about the process that was 
undertaken I have attached the 
terms of reference and Larry 
Bell’s findings for your in­
formation.
I would be pleased to address 
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‘Sorry for movinfl In with your chickona, Ed. . .but 
thonka to Expo, wo’vo got 37 rolatlvos hondinn this 
way, and tHEY‘RE oxpoctino to slay with USI"
DELIGHTED WITH Helen Lang’s jelly recipe from Over the 
Garden Fence is Dora Cross who phoned The Review Friday lo say 
Lung’s idea of mixing a variety of bcrrie.s resulted in”ihe most 
delightful aroma” Ufi the jelly cooked. Cross extends her thanks to
Lang for sharing the recipe.......... FOOLED YOU. Seems some
gremlins got into the press in the July 16 edition and decided to play 
a trick on y'all. That’s why page 13-2 was reversed with classified II- 
11. . ... AND ONCE AG,|\,IN it wa.s painted out to editorial staff 
words that sound the .same don’t necessarily mean the same thing. 
Ernest Rowe got quite a chuckle when he discovered the latest spell­
ing boo-boo. In July 16 i.ssue’s “What to do if summer comes” the 
suggestion was made to “sate your pallet” rather than more cor­
rectly ’’sate your palate". Row'c ,snid the visiiul image of stuffing a 
bed with food cracked him up!.......... A GOODLY CROWD AT­
TENDED the July 12 Peninsula Diabetic Society dance. A variety 
of door prizc.s were presented. Bob Hclme won ;in oil painting, Ken 
Tyrrell received a hand-made red cedar clock, Ed Copeland can 
add to his home decor with a new hooked rug, Karen Gould won a 
knit sweater and Kathy Lane took home a Cabbage Pntcli doll com­
plete with wardrobe. All raffle proceeds went to diabetic resear­
ch. .... OOPS! CHAIRMAN OI= tire North Saanich Property 
Owners A.ssociaiion Linda Michaluk called to say in the la.si 
paragr.aph of her letter to the editor our two side slimild have rend 
one side.. ... AND, DIABETIC AUXILIARY ireasnrtM- 
Dorothy Barton .says tlic year-old organization meets once a month 
at Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Group goal.s are to offer support, 
cncourngemcnt and promote diabetic research. ... .SIDNEY 
nooSTPR Don Trivett '".nys The refurbirhed building on the 
government, wharf will officially open this weekend as the Gallery 
by the Sea. Spearheaded by Triveti and local artist Brian Clarke, 
the brightly painted building will house an outdoors art gallery 
featuring local t:tlenf. Sidney Aid, Gloria Stevens will be on hand 
for the opening ceremonies .set for 2 p.m, Suiulay. During the Ja//. 
Festival, organizers vvill be selling lapel pins for $1 to liclp pay for 
the project. . . , .Thunks,Hugh.
LiIWMIM
SIDNEYTRAVEL SERVICE
"Al the BmmidIsla” .
v ——-J- AcmMlioniB»l«w»r
656-0905
t2 ^ 2310 BEACONAW.„ SIDNEY, B.O V3L 1X2 
Cuslomar Parking at Rear amiwijl
20% OFF
all instore Stock
Coupon expires Aup. R/86
ttHMW
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Aylord seeks eosement
George Aylard, owner of 
Aylard farm, put forward a re­
quest to build a public right-of- 
way at the south end of his farm 
at a public works committee 
meeting Monday night.
Building the right-of-way 
would mean a neighbor would 
have to move 1,000 feet of fence 
to the right and several heritage 
oak trees would have to be cut 
down, said Mayor Lloyd Har­
rop.
Aylard is willing to pay for
the expenses for construction 
and his neighbor Leslie Smith 
has offered to pay half, said 
Harrop. Smith had built his 
fence accidentally on municipal 
land and so is prepared to move 
it.
Aid. Eugene Bailin said the 
cost of the fence would total 
S2,000.
Committee discussed al 
length whether Aylard as user 
or the municipality would be 
responsible for the maintenance
I DROP-IN
IHH
Open 10 am-10 pm most 
days
SAANICH PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
BINGO ASSOCIATION
3rd at Sidney in Sidney







of the public access.
Aylard wants to build the 
right-of-way for farm 
machinery access.
Council members suggested 
that Aylard, Smith, and 
municipal engineer Igor 
Zahnaez meet and try to come 
to a private agreement.
Flx-yp
awarded
A construction management 
contract to oversee more than 
S200,0UO in renovations to Cen­
tral Saanich municipal hall was 
awarded to Lome James.
Renovations to the building 
will take about four months, 
said municipal administrator 
Gay Wheeler. Tenders for con­
struction will be reviewed by 
James and committee members.
The (project will create a 
modern and efficient work area, 
Wheeler said, including 
redesigning administration of­
fices. Much of the work will be 
interior, but a thermal coating 
will be applied to the glass- 
roofed foyer to cut down a 
greenhouse affect created by 
summer sun.
Cost of the contract to James 
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Attractive pre-built Prestige fence sec­
tions come complete with everything 
you need. Ask us! We can give you 
practical inlormation to do-it-yoursolt.
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BICYCLE BUILT FOR ONE-AND-A-HALF - Five-year-old Corrina Raycroft 
“navigates” as mother Nancy does all the legwork in a cycle through town.
little gem' loud for sale
North Saanich council has the 
chance to buy a "little gem’’ 
which the municipality has
wanted since its first community 
plan, says property owner Edith 
Gardner.
Deep Cove in dark
A Deep Cove resident who 
experienced a 10-hour power
Pay hike 
awarded
Canadian armed forces per­
sonnel will receive a a 3.75 per 
cent pay increase retroactive to 
April 1 as part of an overall 
three-year 12 per cent pay hike.
National Defence Minister 
Perrin Beatty said the next in­
crease is 1.87 per cent October 1 
with subsequent increases April 
1 in 1987 and 1988.
.A.S a result recruit pay rises 
from SIO,896 annually to 
SI 1,304 at the end of three 
years. Non-specialist captains 
will see a rise from $32,760 an­
nually to a total $36,691.
outage last Thursday expressed 
annoyance with B.C. Hydro.
Gloria MacLucas of Clayton 
Road is a shift worker and fre­
quently does household chores 
when when she returns home at 
night. She arrived home shortly 
after midnight to find her home 
was without power and B.C. 
Hydro did not send out a night 
crew to alleviate the problem.
Mel Williamson, B.C. Hydro 
line supervisor, said the com­
pany did not send out a crew 
that night becau.se the incident 
involving six houses was an 
isolated one. “Since so few peo­
ple were affected we decided to 
delay rather than pull out a,crew 
at double time rates,’’ he ex-, 
plained.
The problem proved a bit 
larger than expected. When 
Williamson called out a crew at 
5:30 a.m. a burned out 
transformer was dicoyered. It 
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2120 KEATING X ROADS 
ViCTORiA, B.C.
The land in the north end of 
the Peninsula, is 12 acres with 
beach access, six of which house 
a pond built by the owners. The 
price is $164,000, which Gard­
ner says does not have to be 
paid at once.
The Gardners are selling 
because they are now retired 
and live in Sidney. The original 
property was 34 acres which has 
been sold over the years.
Gardner said they wanted to 
give cou ncil the first opportuni­
ty to buy it because if it went to 
private developers "they would 
not be as free with the beach ac­
cess as we would.
"Right now kids phone and 
say they want to go down and 
get polly-wogs so we let them. ’ ’
Gardner added that a Cana­
dian Wildlife spokesman said 
the property was a "little gem” 
with a wide variety of wildlife 
including different bird and 
dragonfly species.
Aid. Eugene Bailin said coun­
cil has money put aside for ac­
quisition of attractive property 
for the municipality. Purchase 
of the property has been refer­




Noxious fumes from the 
neighbor’s trash incinerator 
won’t foil harbeque aromas in 
Central Saanich.
The municipality gave notice 
of a new liylaw governing 
domestic incinerator burning 
regulations Friday. C’omu'il 
discussed comiilaints of foul 
odors resulting from hurnitig 
rubber or smouldering trash at 
more titan one council meeting.
Bylaw 841 btuts use of 
dotnestic iiicineralors in 
residential /ones fifun nooti 
Saturday to sunrise Monday 
rnornitig phis all stJitntory 
^ holidays,
Miiyor Koti Cullis ttoted this 
ticiiott .sltonld ett.'iltle ( cntral 
Saaiiich residents to cti.joy 





Ann & Si/n.'jii Do.'iti S ;.it.:i(l 
wish to thank all llioii , 
pcilrons lor an oy.cull(.Mtl lif.at 
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Complaints about aerial crop 
spraying or dusting in Central 
Saanich resulted in a unanimous 
resolution by council requiring 
police notification and a 
published advertisement prior 
to each spraying.
G.A. Vantreight and Sons 
have crops at two Central 
Saanich locations: Mount 
Newton Crossroad at Highway 
17, and Wallace Drive. They 
have crops sprayed three to si.x 
tirries each year, said Ian Van­
treight. “If we can get in there 
with ground rigs, then we’ll do 
it.” Crop Care Aviation of Ab­
botsford has the Vantreighi 
contract.
Advertising prior to spray 
dates could present problems. 
Spraying depends on suitable 
weather, explained Vantreighi. 
Or, with a crop such as 
potatoes, if a blight is 
discovered it must be ir- 
radicated immediately — there 
is no time to advertise spray 
warnings — “you’ve got to 
spray potato blight right now!”
The Vantreights also have 
crops in Saanich where the 
municipality requests notifica­
tion of spraying, but not adver­
tising. Vantreight said Central 
Saanich police are usually 
notified. That is also Crop 
Care’s responsibility.
Central Saanich municipal 
administrator Gay Wheeler ex­
plained that notification 
prevents an alarmed response 
from residents. An unforewarn­
ed spraying frquently results in 
a barrage of phone calls to 
police or the municipality. He 
added requirements to advertise 
crop spraying dates are based 
on providing a reasonable warn­
SHOPLIPTER NABBED 
Another leenagcd shoplifter 
had her fingers burned trying to 
lift Sidney Safeway stock.
Sidney RCMP say the 15- 
year-old was charged after be­
ing nabbed bv Safeway staff Ju- 
lv22.
VANDAL CHARGED 
A 15-year-old was charged 
with mischief after allegedly 
vandalizing the pay-phone out­
side Sidney’s 7-Eleven store. It 
was the secojid incident of van­
dalism outside the store in two 
weeks. Vandals also struck a 
Resthaven Drive home last 
week, tearing up flowerbeds.
BIKERS CHECKED 
Cyclists riding on Sidney 
sidewalks are a continuing pro­
blem, said Sidney RCMP Staff 
Sergeant John Penz. He warned 
that bicyclists are being checked 
and possibly charged for infrac­
tions including improper riding, 
and riding at night without 
lights.
An impaired Victoria driver 
sent an elderly Sidney couple to 
hospital, allegedly rear-ending 
their car on Highway 17 last 
Saturday.
Driver George Gardner, 74 
and his wife Florence were 
hospitalized with indeterminate 
injuries following the collision 
at the intersection of Island 
View Road and the highway.
Garry Evans, 24, of 6140 
Monterey Avenue was charged 
with impaired driving in con­
nection with the incident.
WE WILL 
DEAL!!
Excellent selection of new 
vehicle stock. Top dollar 






(across from Juan de Fuca Roc. Centro) 
D.L.5932
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
ZONING BY-LAW NO. 517
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that all persons who believe that tneir 
interest in property may be alfeclou by By-lavv' No. 517, being 
"District of North Saanich By-law No. 464 (1983), Amendment By- 
law{1986), No, 4". will be afforded an'opportunity to be hoard at a 
PUBLIC HEARING to be held in the Council Chambers, North 
Saanich Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, Nortli Saanich, B.C., on 
Monday, August 11,1986 at 7;00 P,M
The (lurpose of this By-law’is to amend Zoning By-law No, 464 
(1903) by tiro addition ol a "f^-3 ASSLMBt.Y" zonri, and to 
regulate the use of land, buildings and titrucluros in this zone 
U.ses whicti would he tiermiltnd in tlie P-3 ASSLMf’.I Y ZONE are 
college, univeisily nnd acr^essoiy uses; roEjr'arch and develop- 
meni o( a non-industrial/non-manufacturing n.iture; civic insiiln- 
lional and assembly, accessory buildings and slruciures, educa- 
llon/confoienco and haining. and comivuinitv oxlunsion seivicos
This By-law would also re-zono ll'rnl property ioga'Iy ck'iBcribi'ci ns 
Section 4, Range 1 Last. North Saanlcfi Land Distiiot (c.on'itnon'y 












Copirrs of the above ptriiioarrd By-lavv and olhrn mlevaih intorma- 
tinn ariff reports mav br« insfieeted at the Nrvltr 'taanirlr Mutrieirial 
Hall, lOZCI Mills Br.'i.ld. NorlLi S;tani(',h, B C,. between h 'tn A M 
and -I 30 P.M on any day the Municipal HhH is 0(ien Ini biisinoss, 
nrinr to the Hennnri
.JulyiM, taOG
Mum!ci|.):!I ('’Imk
ing. It can be a fairly general 
notice, he said.
Crop spraying services can be 
regulated by requiring them to 
get a municipal trade licence. 
Without a licence they can be 
fined under the municipal 
trades licences bylaw, Wheeler 
said. If just cause were shown 
they could be refused a licence.
At an earlier council meeting 
Aid. Eric Lewis noted some 
Lochside Drive residents ex­
pressed concern about sprays 
coating theii vehicles. He ques­
tioned the toxicity of chemicals 
used and potential municipal 
liability.
Vantreighi said Friday their 
crops are treated with pcsticidal 
soaps or petro-chcniical solu­
tions as need dictates. “Tlic 
chemical indusirv in Canacitt
nuisl be tlic most regulated 
thing,” he noted. “There’s no 
■way something i.s sitraycd on 
aerially that’s going to be harm­
ful.” ilc noted solutions found 
on cars i.s not a normal oc­
currence and i.s a result of appli­
cant cnor.












Prices in Effect 







FRESH FRUITS'S VEGETABLES - LARGE SELECTION - VARIETIES - FROM ALL OVER THE GLOBE TO YOU
GRADE ‘A’ BEEF 
WHOLE ROUND
086 .0 kg
GR. ‘A’ BEEF SHELLBONE
FRESH GRADE'A’ 
YOUNG 3-5 kg sizem
ROAST..........
FRESH FAMILY PACK














. 3.06 kg 






NO. 1 FRESH 
LEG OF PORK
•^FRESH LOCAL SPRING LAMB*
59
lb.^i[j_ ®LEG ‘0 LAfVIB ...........7.91kg
19 "LAMB LOIN CHOP .110019
lb. raoQ
39 ‘LAMB RIB CHOP.... 7.25k9d ft.
og 'UMB BREAST or STEW.. . . . .3.28 kg 1 ''il







SIDE BACON soog :
BONELESS
DINNER HAM.. ... .5 64 kg
SLICED
COOKED HAM......... .1759
C 0 V I*

































* MED. BOWS 
•ROTINI
YOUR CHOICE,,...,....... 5000 ^ W pk
THICK & CHUNKY RAOU . .. rifl 0 T 









SEE DETAILS AT STORE 
SPONSORED BY THE FOLLOWING FINE PRODUCTS:
• FRENCH’S 3 Vnriolles
SPAGHETTI 
SAUCES MIXES.,MlrU3g






























.. . IIIIOC OR BLUEBERRY U UI b It.,,.. 350 ml.
McCAIN’S 07














.......  1 L 0
417 COLGATE PUMP 4
TOOTHPASTE Kr’,.,..! Uv
I MnnMr liIMM pMHI WMtM
CLIP & SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER F00D»
9mm CMMU inmif mm fwww •imiw iiMwt* mmmi mmn ■
I KFLLOGG’S LARGE PACK
‘ CORN FLAKES
I 6?50
WIIH THIS COUPON YOU PAY ONLY
149
1
jMJNfc COUPON PfcR ITEM, tipires Aug. 1/86
mm Mww 9mm m 9mm « wi mmm ttmm mmm mmm m I
CUP i SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS J 
! FRASER VALLEY FIRST GRADE
, BUTTER
I 1 lb. pnek
W(1M THIS COUPON YOU PAY ONLY ....
1 ONE COUPON PER HEM, Expires Aufl, 2/B5mlkM •«««» mm mwi mm mm tpumut mmi* mmik igni MMit «i
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NO OPEN BURNING
BURNING IN APPROVED 
INCINERATORS PERMITTED
Break Inn bereft of burglars
July 25/86 T. Towle, Fire Chief
NOW IN SIDNEY
McLEOD, YOUNG, WE!R
FINANCIAL SERVICES SINCE 1921
Specialist in 
T-Bills, Bonds, Stocks 
Mutual Funds, RRSP, RRIF
CALL
John Gowans or John Down 
at 384-9321
Morning, noon, afternoon, evening . . . 




By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Burglars have put the brakes 
on break-ins at the Break Inn.
The isolated Highway 17 
restaurant had been the target 
of a much publicized series of 
35 burglaries in its early days as 
the Terrace View Inn. But since 
owners Mike and Deborah 
Lewis changed its name, hung 
burglary implements on the 
walls and started serving dishes 
such as the Highway Robbery 
and the Jail Block, late night 
perpetrators have given the inn 
a wide berth.
Mike thinks the fact there 
have been no break-ins since the 
name-change is a result of the 
eventual conviction of five of 
the culprits. But Deborah has a 
different theory: “It’s public 
awareness,” she says. ,A.ll the at­
tention the inn received means 
passersby are quick to report 
any suspicious beliaviour near 
the restaurant, she says. And 
perpetrators, aware of the 
public and police focus on the 
Break Inn, now choose more 
discreet targets.
THE BREAK INN’S Mike Lewis with George Malysheff (left) who recently “broke in’ 
the business as a far- from-silent partner.
Fully Licenced 
656-1822
Mordable vray fo take your tunes on the road
Add cassette convenience to your car 
for under S80! Qualify under-dash 
deck is perfect for people who want to 
tune out their radio. Or use it when
you're too for from homo to hear your 
favourite frequency. It’s packed with 
"no-fuss" features like auto-reverse 




Recently, the Lewises are 
more concerned with finding 
seats to accommodate 
customers flocking to the inn to 
hear nightly singing and piano 
playing by local entertainer 
George Malysheff.
But for a while, the burglaries 
hit .so close together the pro­
prietors had trouble scrounging 
up implements for diners.
One weekend just before the 
name-change, a reporter show­
ed up on Saturday to report the 
latest break-in. But after his 
story on the restaurant’s woes 
appeared in the Sunday morn­
ing paper, he had to return that 
day to cover yet another 
burglary, with the latest 
perpetrator leaving behind a 
partially sampled piece of apple 
pie, and leaving the Lewises 
without coffee for Sunday mor­
ning patrons.
The nightly illegal visits 
became so frequent, says Mike, 
that the Lewises gave up having
the crime scene fingerprinted: 
police experts would inevitably 
would shut down the restaurant 
for up to two days.
The proprietors faced 
another problem, as their in­
surance was cut off after the 
first three burglary reports.
Cursing their isolated and 
vulnerable location, the couple 
were close to calling it quits, un­
til Deborah came up with the 
new name.
Now the restaurant turns 
away patrons on Saturday 
nights. And, because of its 
bizarre history, the Break Inn 
received international attention, 
with the most recent highlight a 
December, 1985 feature in 
Readers Digest.
And at least one veteran 
Canadian rock vocalist and his 
wife are regular customers.
Ironically, the series of break- 
ins that Deborah Lewis once 
referred to as “a great 
catastrophe” may be the biggest 
reason for the restaurant’s cur­
rent success. :
A man appearing in Sidney 
Provincial Court to plead to a 
charge of creating a public 
disturbance, was granted a
fourth adjournment by Judge 
J.M. Hubbard July 24 so he 
could contact a lawyer.
Paul Desjardins said he had 
been unable to contact counsel 
because of work commitments 
and asked for “a two or three 
week” further adjournment.
Desjardins was slated to ap­
pear in court at 9:30 a.m, July 
24 but did not show up until the 
afternoon.
He explained he lived in 
Langford. “1 missed the first 
bus.” A warrant issued for his 
arrest in the interim was cancell­
ed.
The accused hiul already ap­
peared in Provincial Court on 
June 5, 11 and 19,
Correction
In last svcck’s Review, it 
was incorrectly stated that 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Memorial Park Society Will 
hold a public mcetinir July 
30 in the old library aitnox 
of Sansclta hall.
The scheduled meeting is 
for Siiliiey and North 
•Saanich Community Hall 
Association.
Wc apologise to both 
organizations for any in­
convenience caused by the 
error.
CB... mor«) for leas
• AM r'hann»*l« nlui ^n M.ft
'.209 W channrai tor li'iCKvaiofl tnago





M AM/rM/onmotio p<.')rtabto II ilifn 
ona liQbiwtiQhl to Iuhm utiyw imw • StotooWlUo addi lltftliko dopih 
14;88'






2 weeks — nir only Nov. 6 - 2D
sasg"”
Now available for booking 
CALL Bri6-B5B1 or 1*000-712-0064
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TRIAL ORDERED
Three Sidney residents were 
ordered to stand trial for assault 
causing bodily harm following 
an incident in a Malaview 
Avenue apartment building last 
October.
Tammy Smith, Mark David­
son and Carol Hamm were 
ordered to stand trial by Judge 
J.M. Hubbard after a July 24 
preliminary hearing.
Hubbard heard the testimony 
of three Crown witnesses, but 
ordered a publication ban on 
their evidence.
FORMER JUDGE DENIES 
CHARGES
A former U..S. judge charged 
with assaulting two process 
servers at his Sidney home 
pleaded not guilty m Sidney 
Provincial Court July 24.
Paul Hansen, 58, also plead­
ed not guilty to a mischief 
charge arising from the same 
May 14 incident, He will appear 
in Sidney Provincial Court 
November 27 for trial.
The alleged victims were ap­
parently trying to serve Hansen 
a document relating to a Vic­
toria civil action.
MAN FINED
A 20-year-old man found in­
ebriated outside a local apart­
ment building, with an eighth 
ounce of marijuana in his 
pocket, was fined $100 in 
Sidney Provincial Court last 
week.
Mark Renois was found 
“barely able to stand” March 
14 by Central Saanich police 
after a complaint by a resident, 
said Crown Counsel Derek 
Lister.
He was fined by Judge J.M. 
Hubbard after pleading guilty 
to possession of marijuana.
B&E CHARGES LAID
In a preliminary hearing, 
Darren James was ordered to 
stand trial on a breaking and 
entering charge. James was 
charged in connection with a 
November 21, 1985 break-in at 
a West Saanich Road home.
YOUTHS FACE CHARGES
Tw'o brothers, 15 and 13, ap­
peared in Sidney Provincial 
Court last week charged with 
separate juvenile offences. ’
The 15-year-old faces charges 
of stealing a car and driving 
without a licence following an 
April 26 incident. His younger 
brother was charged with two 
counts of assault with a 
weapon, after allegedly 
shooting at two females with a 
pellet gun March 27.
Sidney council members are 
frustrated with a five-year 
struggle to rezone a parcel of 
town property in North Saanich 
so they can sell if, said Mayor 
Norma Sealey.
Sidney adminisiator Geoff 
Logan said North Saanich had 
not followed through on a com­
mitment in 1981 to rezone 2.5 
acres of the Sidney property, 
located on Dickson Road, pro­
vided Sidney fulfilled certain 
conditions.
But North Saanich Aid. Gene 
Bailin said problems with a high 
water table in the area and the
future of wells on the property 
must be investigated before 
rezoning.
To rezone the property from 
institutional to residential, 
Sidney agreed in 1981 to 
resurvey and subdivide the pro­
perty under the current zoning.
But after four years of 
bureaucratic wrangling by 
Sidney to fulfill those condi­
tions, North Saanich has not 
followed through, he said.
“Now they’re backing 
down,” said Logan. “It cost us 
a lot of money to get them
resurveyed.
“North Saanich is really 
prevaricating,” agreed North 
Saanich Mayor Lloyd Harrop. 
Bailin said North Saanich also 
wanted to ascertain the future 
of other pieces of Sidney pro­
perty in the area before rezon­
ing the Dickson Road lots.
“We’d like to get everything 
settled at once,” he said.
The property, formerly own­
ed by the now-defunct Sidney 
Waterworks Commission, 
reverted to the town of Sidney
along with the commission’s 
debts after that body ceased 
operation several years ago.
SJAZZ
Bank Interest lost
Sidney recovered $232,0(X) 
depo.sited in the Continental 
Bank when it crashed in August 
1985, but lost several months in­
terest in the interim, town 
treasurer Sal Rose said last 
week.
Rose said the deposit was 
covered by the federal govern­
ment, and recovered in two por­
tions in cheques dated 





“Friends, Romans, Countrymen, 
lend me your Hair. . .
IT’S ME!
Contrary to popular belief I have 
not died and gone to heaven — I’m 
in Brentwood Bay looking forward 
to a good talk and a healthy laugh 
with you once again, it’s a great 
shop and you’ll love it! And yes, 
we’re
Open for Coffee 
9 am 6 pm
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
852-1142
7159C WEST SAAN! C H R D.
(Behind the Chiropractor)
BRENTWOOD BAY
IN THE BRENTWOOD SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1412
PROUDLY INTRODUCES THEIR
MACHINE 
TO GIVE YOU.. .
® The Best Service
• The Highest Value
• The Finest State of 
The Art-Colour Prints 
Available Anywhere
Our ReguSar Customers know it. Thank 
You For Your Support Throughout Our 
Changes.
We recommend the 
New Fuji Film for 
the Finest Quality. 
FILM NOW IN STOCK
iiefciai*nwitao....emrnmtteemJtft’
1986.
He said the exact loss was dif­
ficult to calculate. However, 
Rose added, extra interest earn­
ed before the crash due to the 
Continental Bank’s favorable 
rates probably compensated for 
the loss.
A $1.5 million term deposit 
of the towns came due several 
weeks before the crash.
Summer Stock Theatre
presents
“ONCE UPON A 
PLAYGROUND”
a play for the whole family









Jazz Tee Shirts and hat for 
festivitiesposters es Records
pasn-.o'- TOtton camp sr-ifts






ON OUR PHOTO FINISHING
"UO ' 3x5. MATir. ,
126 4 X 6 OR Umli»rdll.
135 5x7 GLOSSY Nrwipon
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QUADRA AND TILLICUM 
MON.-SAT. t A.M.-10 P.M. SUN. S-7 
SAANICHTON
SUN. ».7. MON.-SAT. TUES.-FRl. M 
SIDNEY - MON.. TUES.. WED., SAT. M ttockz last 





OAKCREST Ttl — 3475 QUaBRA ST.; S&KCRIST #2 — 3400 TltilCUM; OfiKCREST #3 — 9*19 5th ST., SIOMEY; OfiKCREST #4 — 7816 L SAANICH RB.
YOUR CHOICE OF TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICE WITH SUPER SAVINGS
FRESH
PORK PICNIC
WHOLE OR SHANK PORTION
BEEF TONGUE 
CHICKEN 














FRESH IN THE PIECE
BEEF 
LIVER or





GARDEN OF FRESHNESS VEG. W' FRUITS
CALIF. NO. 1 SIZE 23’s
CANTALOUPE












2 59Delite....................500g • U v ea.
19^
U.S. GROWN GREEN




















































M.J.6. PREMIUM (Ekc. Docal.
GROUND 
COFFEE
WITHOUT COUPON «.ir 
WTH COUPON 369g..
NEW QUADRA AAi/AnroT 






All Varieties 375mL.. WITH COUPON
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ADAMS ELECTRONICS






Mon. - Fri. 9;00-5;00 Sat. 8:30 -1:00
SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
SAM 
to pay
Sidney council approved a re­
quest to close Beacon Avenue 
for several hours during the jazz 
festival on August 3 so mer­
chants can hold a sidewalk sale 
— but they will bill the Sidney 
Association of Merchants for 
town employees time.
“I don’t think the town can 
afford to do this,” said Aid. 
Gloria Stevens. SUMMERTIME FUN in warm Peninsula waters.
>^0
Mattiefe’s Farm





Groundwork for the new 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Foundation will soon be under­
way.
There is no organized funding
S TEA GARDEN RESTAURANT
NOW OPEN EVERY EVENING FOR DINNER
5:00-9:00 PM reservations appreciated
Relax and enjoy superb dinners prepared especially for your dining pleasure.
Satisfy your appetite with either Light or filling fare.
In addition to our regular menu, we are featuring a—Very Special Seafood Platter with 
fresh red snapper, shellfish, coho salmon, oysters and jumbo prawns 
— all for only M1.95 OPEN 7 AM - 9 PM DAILY
« GIFT & CRAFT SHOPS . FULL BREAKFAST - LUNCH














WE PROVIDE THE ROD 
YOU CATCH THE FISH
’OPEN ^







to replace or update equipment, 
explained foundation director 
Wallace Spence. The hospital is 
12 years old, he .said, and .some 
equipment needs replacing in­
cluding an expensive S24,000 
operating table. The health 
ministry will share the costs, 
said Spence, but that’s only 
about one quarter to one third 
the price.
Remaining costs must be sup­
plied through the hospital and 
foundation members make it 
their mandate to find the funds.
“There will be a greater need 
to replace more equipment in 
time,” noted Spence, “and 
soon the foundation will be ac­
tively seeking donations from 
the area served.”
Six directors sit on the new 
foundation’s board: John 
Benham, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital adminstrator; Claude 
Butler, Melissa Herblad, Jack 
Reynolds, Greb Stonier and 
Wallace Spence.
The Honorable Jane Rogers, 
wife of the Lieutenant- 
Governor General, is founda­
tion patron.
There are individuals within 
the Peninsula community who 
will be approached as hospital 
benefactors, explained Spence. 
When groundwork is laid they a 
volunteer co-ordinator will be 
found.
Our long-term objective is to 
build a capital base and “live 




A lot of people promise 
to give you a good deal..
A new Central Saanich 
Economic Development Com­
mittee structure was proposed 
at July 14 council.
Council recommended two 
aldermen, two members of Cen­
tral Saanich Business Associa­
tion, two members from 
Saanich Peninsula Farmers In­
stitute and one member at large 
should comprise the new com­
mittee.
In a letter to CSBA, Mayor 
Ron Cullis said the EDC com­
mittee will develop a com­
prehensive set of economic ob­
jectives for Central Saanich.
Goals to avoid business 
closures and a sagging economy 
such as experienced in the past 
few years must be avoided, said 
Cullis.
TOWNHOUSES
Central Saanich council 















FOR MORE SUPER SAVINGS 
CHECKOUR WEEKLY Ab
A.ssociation to construct a 36- 
unit townhouse development on 
Ferguson Road.
The development is a co­
operative, said spokesman Tony 
Lloyd. This is similar to strata 
housing, he said. The difference 
is the property is commonly 
owned on a share basis rather 
than individually as with a 
strata complex.
The complex will be compris­
ed of several variations of two- 
storey units with integral 
garages plus a community 
building.
Council expressed concern 
about an influx of families in 
the new development requiring 
future commercial facilities. 
Council referred the issue of 
commercially zoning some area 




Two teenaged auto theft 
suspects were chased by track­
ing dogs through the wilderness 
and captured near Moses Point 
after they fled the scene of a 
Landsend Road car accident Ju­
ly 24.
Sidney RCMP said the youtlis 
were apprclicnded with the help 
of the Saanicli Police clog team 
after a unc-arul-a-lialf liour 
chase.
The 16-year-old driver had 
apparently lost control of the 
stolen I‘>81 Fiat and eollicled 
with a local resident’scttr, caus­
ing .si500 total damage.
The driver, a Victoria yniilh, 
ha.s been charged with tlicit over 
.?I(XK). po.ssession of stolen pro­
perty and failure to remain at 
the scene of an aecidoni. A 
charge of pbf''scs)iion of sfr'ilcn 
property is pending against the 
passenger, a Sidney yonth. said 
an RCMP spokesman.
Promises, promises 
you’ve heard them 
all
H « W
Promising you a good deal arid 
ihen following through on our pro­
mise is import an 1: lo yotJ and to us. 
Because your patronage and your 
ropoated business is the key lo 
our sijcctiss, we'VO gol to keep 
TXJf prornisos if wp want.lo.keep 
your business!.
All the local firms In your area 
want to give you their best deal 
and plenty of personal service. 
Visit the friendly businesses in the 
Saanich Peminsula and see for 
yourself that shopping locally is 
your best bet.
. Shop locally on th& SBanicit Pmtkmula





•Chicken Chow Mein 
•D.F. Chicken Wings 
•S & S Prawns and 
Boneless Pork 
•Tea or Colfeo ONLY
FAMILY DINNER 
•Egg Foo Yong 
•Chicken Chow Mein 
•Shrimp Fried Rico ,
•Beef Chop Suoy 
•S ft S Boneless Pork 
’ sSorvos 4-5 poraons '' ONLY 
mSERVATiONS NOT NECESSARY
V/E ABE NOW OPEN 7 d ays A WEEK
812 Verdler • BronHvood Bay 
,, PH: 652-3622 „ '
amwasBHfMiBftiigiiagKi
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Time, effort & sweat make a film
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Sidney-raised film-maker 
Barry Casson felt like giving up 
many times during his one-ancl- 
a-half year struggle to produce 
“Making It Happen.”
The newly completed 24- 
rninute drama is about 
unemployment threatening a 
family’s bonds.
“Nobody really understands 
the amount of time, effort and
sweat that goes into making a 
film,” he said. “But everytime 1 
kept thinking of the struggle the 
family(in the film) had.
“How can you do do a film 
called ‘Making It Happen’ and 
quit?”
Casson had something he 
w'anted to say about unemploy­
ment, how every member of the 
family has to adjust to it, and 
how it may necessitate a change 
in the way we view ourselves.
But in order to make his 
message happen, he had to take
Barry Cossofi 
made if happen
Bariy Casson was looking for a '‘generic” iocation to film 
the troubled family's home in “Making It Happen,” his new 
drama delving into problems of uncniployineni.
So neighbors may recognize the Scarborough tioine on 
Skyline Crescent in Central .Saanicti as the setting in the new 
24-minule film, which has already attracted a sub.stantial of­
fer from a major Canadian television network.
The Sidney-raised lilm-rnaker said he wanted a home that 
was “typically North American. . .just an aN'erage home in a 
nice subdivision.”
He sought a universal quality, said Casson. because he 
wanted to look at problems that faced families stricken by 
unemployment all over North America, and not just in B.C. 
He has avoided political statement in the drama and focussed 
instead on what happens to a family when husband and 
father, Pat, a framer, faces unemployment and an empty 
future.
“Making It Happen” shows the effect on Pat’s wife and 
two children, with a subplot involving the sibling’s adaptation 
to the change in their lives that will make the film interesting 
to younger viewers.
Keyed by a powerful performance by Victoria’s Susan 
Wilkie as the strong-willed wife, the film starts innocuously, 
but builds intensity as it realistically touches on issues like 
drinking, separation and suicide.
“Making It Happen” scores in that it doesn’t present easy 
answers, but concludes with Pat, his family rallying behind 
him, choosing a difficult and uncertain path that may or may 
not lead them back to prosperity. The film is well paced and 
ultimately quite moving.
Casson hopes it will appeal to a wide audience because of 
the universal nature of the problem and sees it as a possibility 
for high-school curriculums, libraries and service groups, as 
well as a television audience.
He knows the film is frank in dealing with difficult issues, 
but says “That’s the reality of it.” Casson has seen the 
destructive effects of unemployment locally, noted the recent 
suicide of a laid-off Vancouver lab assistant. He knows the 
recent tariff on cedar products may bring more hard times.
“I’m not saying ‘Watch the film and all your problems are 
solved. I’m just hoping people will see Pat and say ‘Here’s a 
guy that’s going to try and.tackle it. Maybe I should do the
over every aspect of the lilm — 
from co-writing the screenplay 
right through to promoting and 
distributing the finished film. 
He also took a considerable 
financial risk.
Something magical about 
film-making captured Casson in 
a way that none of his other 
endeavours did. He previously 
was a professional drummer for 
a touring band, a stilt 
photographer for a daily 
newspaper, and currently works 
as a news camera man for 
CHEK TV. Why choose film- 
making over these arguably 
more secure positions?
“It’s the e.\citement of being 
able to take a thought, and 
develop that thought or idea in­
to reality.” he said, de.sciibing 
the film-maker’s unique 
privilege of creating a whole 
physical world.
Casson's first film, “Crystal 
Gardens,” which portrayed the 
history of that venerable Vic­
toria institution, took prizes al 
international film festivals in 
New York and Houston.
But the former Sidney 
Elementary and North Stianich 
Secondary student (and Review 
paperboy) made his 
breakthrough in 1984 with his 
second film, “Lost in the 
Woods.”
The short drama about a 
young boy’s trials after becom­
ing lost in the wilderness aims to 
imprint key safety tips on the 
minds of young viewers, and 
has been widely shown across 
North America.
A dark look passes over 
Casson’s face when discussing 
the recent death of nine-year- 
old Andrew Warburton in No\ a 
Scotia, after he lost himself in 
the forest and evaded search 
parties.
“1 think if he had seen the 
film. . says Casson, leaving 
the thought unfinished.
But he in turn describes one 
of his happiest moments: learn­
ing how an eight-year-old who 
wandered off from Sooke’s 
Camp Barnard and stayed lost 
for several days put many of the 
thing’s he’d learned from seeing 
the film into practise.
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SKIN CARE PLUS i 79
LOTION, ,TWO ml Itoo. 1,09., I
329
SCOPE MOUTHWASH *:|59
750 ml, ftito 5.19..................
SUPER RICH SOAP
.1 5(5 ninr. npo. 1.70......
JOHNSON'S BABY
POVifOEh 7000, H«tO, O.M
FLINSTONES PLUS





IR E N 7Wu U D 1. D A. 
PHARMACY'
Pficos EffttcUve July .10 to Aug. T While Stock Laats.
7181W. Saanich Road
CHILDRENS CHEWABLE-y,-
VITG Wf-STCAN. fOO'B, 99
RbO'1,59 hlBln or Iron ...,.. B
PAHMEHES
OHEWARIE 100'B, ItOQ, 4.09
SHAMPOO OR CONDITIONt'R 
450 mLt ^.49nm
JERGENS SOAP i 19




OATH ?60 ml., Hm), 5.?0.,!,, im
OIL OF OLAY
lOTfON 50 ml. n«o. 4.68 ,
TUBE SOCKS
P«Ck ol .1 pr, HbO' 7.79 .
LADIES SPORT
80CK6. «l 3 pi f, 17
Don’t miss the fun Aug. 1, 2 artd 3 . . . 
10 big name bands, hours of good Dixieland Jazz 
it’s a weekend of good times and music.
THE BANDS:
Dixieland Exproas Jmz Band 
Spirit ol Dixie Jazz Band 
Bastion Jazz Band 
Ian Monttiws & Rnzxmnlazz 
Phoonix Jazzors 
Stumptown Jazz 
Uptown Lowdown Jaz.t Band 








Details Of Band 
times and locations
In official prograai.s.
Tickets available at; Westcoast Credit Union, First Pacific Credit Union, 
Sidney Florist, Browns the Florist, and many more or the Jazz Office cof- 
nor of 5th & Boncon.
For more intormalion 







Butt Portion ............................... . kg 3.28 lb. ^ ®
CANADA G^DE ‘A’^NELESS Gut from the Hip
5 E kg 3.72 lb.
STEAK OR ii^va
ROAST.......... :kg 4.32 iP. ^ 1
FLETCHERS
CANADA GRADE ‘A’ BONELESS^
.V;v.375g;
......... kg 4.38 lb.
FRESH FRYING
FLETCHER’^ICED COOKED 
^ IQ Varieties ,
'..kg 4.14 lb.
THRIFTY FRESH
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CONTEST ENTRY FORM
ENTER TO WIN A
PHILIPS COLOUR T.V. 
Entry Forms at your 
Favourite
THRIFTY FOOD STORE
8 varieties—500g ea. i h
iv\t MEET SHELLEY 
One of our many : 
smiling faces frorti 






PEPSI Of 7U P 5-355 ml tins. Pius deposit ......... .........
FRESH COHO |^qq I as
SALMON ^ lb ! IC E CR EA!\fi 4 litre Family Pack
STEAKS 88" loog ii i
KELLOGG’S
ALL BRAN 575. !■
KELLOGG’S _ 4
25c REDEEMABLE ONLY AT THRIFTY FOODS _ 25^^
25^
ON THE PURCHASE OF ONE 360g PACKAGE OF jj
RICE KRISPIES j
'25*' »K86543 coupon Expires Aug 4/86
ISLAND FARMS
CLOVER LEAF SOLID WINDSOR
ITALIAN
"IRE AD....... .... loaf
MISS MEW ASST. FLAVOURS
FIRST OF THE SEASON
...^,=..1.18 kg
CALiFORNIA
^HITE TUNAS!”'Water pack 198g......  8 fi 1 kg.-- ....... GAT FOOD 170g tin..............^ k
TIDE POWDER
DETERGEN 6 litre...... ® ®
THRIFTY FOODS WHITE OR
100% K p P n X
WHOLEWHEAT 570g loaf....
!0 NEWSPICE CLASSICS
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' Pink or White 355mL.. “ R 1C SOFTENER3 .6 litre
BLACK DIAMOND
CHEESE SLICES Single ng.......
BETTY CROCKER ANGEL FOOD
430g .......... ^ ®
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FABRIC SOFTENER 1 litre
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Fluff & tease tails for 4H prize
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Kim Kennedy, I ], plans lo 
develop her own herd of polled 
herefords by the lime she’s 14.
Kennedy won the Junior Fil­
ling class at Saanich Peninsula 
4H Beef Club 1986 Rally, July 
26, with her steer Trojan. Ken­
nedy was most proficient in 
grooming, trimming and 
polishing up her steer to siiow 
status in a 15-ininuie allotted 
time.
She borrowed Trojan from 
neighbors when he was a calf,
weighing in around 400 pounds. 
Over the winter Trojan was fed 
a 14 per cent dairy grain mixture 
plus barley and hay.
Although- her steer was halter 
broken when purchased, Ken­
nedy’s spent hours every day 
teaching him to lead, pose and 
stand for washing and groom­
ing.
Trojan goes to sale this fall as 
a finished steer (1.000-1,100 
pounds). Kennedy won’t see 
much of a profit after his 
owners are paid and her grain 
bill is aniied up. Money left 
over will be put with pri^e 
money Kennedy won with a 
heifer last year and paper-route
More wiitners
Saanich Peninsula 4H 
Beef Club held their rally 
and project day July 26. 
Results for the day are as 
follows.
Best Fitted Animal, 
juniors, Kim Kennedy, first 
place, and Sandi Cavanagh 
second. Intermediate class 
first place Clayton Kennedy 
with Kevin Giese, second. 
Senior fitting w'as won by 
Erin Kennedy and second 
place to Warren Blackwell.
In Showmanship juniors 
champion was Sandi 
Cavanagh with reserve to 
Kim Kennedy. Clayton 
Kennedy w'as intermediate 
champion followed by 
reserve Kevin Giese and
seniors were Warren 
Blackwell and Ian Ander­
son.
Yearling Heifers class 
was won by Warren 
Blackwell with reserve to 
Michelle Passmore. Warren 
Blackwell also took two- 
year-old cow and calf 
championship.
Mature cow and calf 
championship went to Erin 
Kennedy. Grand Champion 
Steer went to Chris Dahl 
and reserve to Clayton Ken­
nedy who also received the 
Grand Aggregate Trophy 
for South Malahat Project 
Day.
Judge for the day was 
Herb Minter of Sidney.
earnings. She’ll save up for 
another heifer to breed her own 
calves — the start of her beef 
empire.
Rodney F'rost is a Saanich 
Peninsula 4H Club leader. This 
is the only 4H beef club on the 
lower island he said, with one 
member coming from 
Cowichan to participate. 
Although beef cattle projects 
aren’t limited to purebreds, 
youths learn to choose an 
animal with good conformation 
and potential weight gain. Frost 
and other past 4Hers pass on 
tips about grooming — how to 
fluff the coat to camouflage 
weight distribution discrepan­
cies. Tails gets particular atten­
tion — hairs are teased, spi'iiyed 
with a substance with lacquer­
like qualities, puffed and tied to 
create an airy ball at hock-level. 
This creates an optical illusion 
of a more rounded rump.
Frost said at their annual ral­
ly beef steers are judged on their 
potential finishing weight for 
the annual PNE sale this fall. 
Showmanship — presenting an 
immaculate cow and handler — 
are part of the day’s compel- 
tion.
Pauline Cavanagh is en­
thusiastic about 4H beef pro­
jects. She’s had three children 
participating in raising calves 
until 1985. Her youngest 
daughter Sandi started working 
with Lucky Star in April. “If 
they get S200 for'a year’s work 
you’re lucky!’’ said Pauline. 
She helped choose calves for an­
nual projects.
They’ve used polled 
herefords because horns are 
often a nuisance to the cow as 
well as the owner, she said. 
Calves are chosen for their good 
length and sound legs. They 
must do a lot of standing 
around during the show season 
— legs and feet must be correct.
Look for a good round rump 
from the rear-end view, and 
there shouldn’t be a dip over the 
loin area, Pauline explained. 
Front-end inspection should 
reveal little brisket or dulap — 
it’s considered a waste.
“Look at the mother if possi­
ble,’’ she advised, “and how the 
calf is eating. You might have a 
big, long rangy animal that at 
finishing time is still not filled 
out and looks boney!’’
Rally judge Herb Minter con­
curred. He’s raised polled 
herefords for 10 years in Sidney 
at his Mintervilla Polled 
Hereford farm. In a fitting class 
he scrutinizes competitors for 
all-round cleanliness. Animals 
must be brushed to hide flaws.
Steers should “have lots of 
stretch and be a well muscled 
animal,’’ he said. Steers must 
walk well and be correct on 
their feel. Heifers must have a 
feminine appearance — a slight­
ly longer neck, smooth shoulder 
line, longer faces and correct 
feet.
Saanich Peninsula 4H Beef 
Club welcomes interested 
youths. Meetings are held the 
first Sunday of every month. 
For information phone 652- 
3651 or 652-0897. ,
FLUFFING TAILS are an important detail in fitting classes, 
says winner Kim Kennedy who hopes to one day start a 
small herd of polled herefords.
^ r i i / .1 'I ® IfSi. JiJf tii . iir m pa M fe*'
'.f;?
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
ASPIRING CARTOONIST vfohn Viola
John Viola dreams of hav­
ing his own syndicated comic 
strip.
Several years ago, he quit a 
high-powered job representing 
30 companies as a food broker 
in Alberta. Now he spends 
many hours nearly every day 
hunched over the drawing 
board in his Central Saanich 
home. When he’s hot, Viola 
turns out 12 to 15 strips at a 
time.
“I’ll be listening to a con­
versation and all of a sudden 
I’ll say ‘Bang! That’ll make a 
good strip!’’
Success in the highly com- 
petivc field has so far evaded 
Viola, but two files of rejec­
tion slips have not buckled his 
determination.
After all, this is a guy who 
as a kid would steal paper 
from the art closet and stay in 
during recess to draw, “While 
wc were doing Math and 
Socittls, I was drawing .stuff, 1 
didn’t gel veiy good inaiks,” 
he laughed.
Viola works pari-liinc with 
a building company and does 
some grttfjliic work (he was 
working on the menu to a riew 
restaurant when interviewed) 
but this is only in fund tlie
drive for his dream.
Listening to him, a picture 
emerges of the comic-strip car­
toonist as .something much 
more complex than just a class 
clown.
“Very few guys are actually 
funny .. . comical. I think 
(the strips) are their release.
“It’s a way of speaking out. 
Some people get into sports 
where they can shout and 
yell.’’
Viola said often a cartoon 
character is an alter ego of the 
artist. “Charles Schulz was 
Charlie Brown as a kid. He 
was a loner when he grew up.’’
The Central Saanich car­
toonist .said neither of the two 
characters in his strip. Turtle 
Island, i.s“him’’. But he does 
use the .strip to create an alter­
nate world where he can set his 
own rules.
That’s why Viola dislikes 
strips that are political or tren­
dy, like Garry Trudeau’s 
Domieshury Me sees comics 
as “trying to gel away from 
this world. There’.s got lo be a 
heller place.”
He relentlessly pursues Ins 
dream, fully tiwaie of the otids 
against him. He knows Gar­
field creator .Hm Davis 
gaiHcreri rejection slips for 
five years,
Opciiiugs are few tis 
new.spaix'ts cut back on the
number of strips they run, and 
at the same time strips of 
dubious quality endure 
because of an established 
following.
Viola’s strips are listed in 
Editor and Publisher, but 
waving a copy, he says, 
“There’s 250 of us listed in 
this magazine.
“There must be thousands 
just in Canada alone. And 
there are very few syndicated 
cartoonists.”
So why does he slay at it? 
There are short term satisfac­
tions. He works on caricatures 
as a sideline, and gels a kick 
out of some the special ones 
he’s had requested, one of a 
fellow infatuated with his 
Volvo, another of a hon.sc 
percnially in need of repair 
(hat Viola drew covered in 
band-aids.
He was proud to be asked to 
participate in USA for 
Africa’s “cartoon-aid” and. 
like his more well-known col­
leagues, prcsciiled one of his 
own works for auction by the 
group of caitrH>ni;-,1;, r;ii,siiig 
money for the litmgry.
El has never occurred lo him 
to give himself at deadline, a 
cutoff date after wliich he’d 
give up fighting the odds and 
try another plan.
“If I did, the next dtty I’d 
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OPERATED CAR WASH 
•CONVENIENCE STORES 
•LAUNDROMATS
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND







“Look at your sails, not at 
me,” hollers Ian Whan Tang 
against the breeze. A 10-year- 
old seated low in a Flying 
Junior sailboat counters he was 
watching his sail a minute ago.
• Tang replies that sails must be 
watched every minute.
, Youngsters can learn basic 
sailing skills and seamanship 
through three-week courses of- 
: fered at Sidney and North 
Saanich Yacht Club. Lessons 
are in a accordance with Cana- 
V dian Yachting Association stan- 
1 dards.
Lessons aren’t limited to just 
/children. Whan Tang said. One 
class earlier this summer had an 
eight-year-old and a 64-year-old 
. working side by side. And, 
1 courses are in a variety of CY A 
-levels from beginners White Sail 
■.Level 1, 2,and 3 to Bronze Sail 
.incorporating a touch of Silver 
Sail knowledge — racing 
theory.
Students receive about 40
hours of instruction and sailing 
during each three-week course, 
said Whan Tang. The ne.xt 
course begins Aug. 1 ! and 
registration can be made by 
contacting Whan Tang through 
SNSYC.
Beginner sailors not only 
master the wind and waves, they 
learn basic safety, plus choosing 
proper sailing attire to protect 
them from elements of sun, 
wind and rain. Whan Tang en­
sures students experience a cap­
sized boat at least once during 
the course, learning to right the 
craft and get it under sail again.
Students learn to rig a train­
ing boat and must master knot- 
tying skills. Square and figure- 
eight knots must be tied in five 
seconds according to CYA test
standards.
SNSYC is the only Peninsula 
area club offering the course 
this year. Royal Victoria Yacht 
Club also conducts the pro­
gram, said Whan Tang, who 
taught at RVYC until he took a 
new posting here two summers 
ago.
Bronze level classes are slated 
for the upcoming course star­
ting Aug. 11, he added. The 
cour.se introduces sailors to use 
of spinnakers (a large billowing 
sail), trapezes or harnesses and 
some Lazer II sailing. Complex 
rope theory includes splicing, 
and if ability allows, students 
will get a taste of racing theory.
Whan Tang plans to in­
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Greater Victoria Little 
League District Tournament 
ended July 22 with the title go­
ing to Triangle litle leaguers
who advanced to the provincial 
tourney in Vancouver July 27.
Although Sidney Little 
League hosted district competi­
tion they weren’t part of 
play.
A cash prize draw was held 
with the top S2,500 grand prize 
going to Victoria resident 'Wen­
dy Bingham.
That winds up Peninsula little 




automatic. Only 65,000 original miles.
Mint condition .... Expo Special 2486
1979 FORD FAIRMONT Country 
Squire station wagon. Small V-8 
automatic. ... ... Expo Special 2986
’ 1980 V.W. RABBIT Deluxe "Dieter" 4 
' speed. Lady owned, Lovely condition. 
Fantastic Fuel Economy
.......Expo Special 4986
1971 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE 6
cyl. auto. One owner. Lovely condition
.......Expo Special 3986
1977 DATSUN LONGBOX Pick Up 
with canopy. One owner 4 speed. Only 
63,000 miles ..... Expo Special 3236
1982 CHEVY MALIBU CLASSIC 4
door sedan. Small V8 automatic. 
Super .............. Expo Special 4986
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
> TRADES WELCOME • BANK FINANCING 




Ratt<9a from *6** A Day 
&S6^63S3
' I 2360 Beacon Avo. Dealer 7614 f
GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
® DRIVEWAYS ® PLAY AREAS « TENNIS COURTS 
• LINE PAINTING * CRACK FILLING • PATCHING 
» JET SEALING * RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD, 652-9211
. FREE ESTIMATES ... (24 HRS)
(Formerly OK Paving and Victoria Paving)
AR73 St CRAfT5 FILBmO LODGE AUD PABK 
AUGUST 1, 2, 3, 4,1986
ALSO
Homool
GF/IX SALUTES A GREAT SPORT
, PETER DMYDEN '
KEN DOBSON ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP
WINNER FOR 1986
C-FAX is pleased to award the first annual Ken Dobson Athletic Scholar­
ship of $1070 to Peter Dr\/den , , . outstanding athlete from Oak F3ay Senior 
Secondary School
In niaking the av^ard, the judges cited Peter's excellent athletic skills and
leadership qualities combined with scholastic achievement.
Peter Dryden nas starred Vvdth Oak Bay s Junior and Senior Daskeiball. 
Tennis and Golf Teams. Ha was the 1985 Victoria Junior Golf Champion.
* 4 t i I
(^GF/IX y'M
YOUNG CREWS LEARN sailing techniques according to Canadian Yacht Club standards.
a success
The sight of determined 
novice and seasoned pro 
golfers competing in teams 





Revenue in the Peninsula 
recreation budget is significant­
ly higher ihan this lime last 
year, said Panorama Leisure 
Cent rc m;tnagcr Mont y 
Holding.
The 19S6 gross budget is .$1 3 
million, he noted, abom 
$16,0(X.T more than 1985. Ac­
counts look positive because 
governinem erani-; in lieu nf 
taxes worth $70,000 have been 
paid. “We’re right on targcl
.About 45 per cent of revenues 
are from gate admissions m 
Panorama l.ei'iure CVnire, he 
added, spccuhiiing 1,000 people 
per day were .serviced by she 
centre.
first annual pro-junior golf 
tournament July 22 with 
prizes totalling $3,400.
The winning team came 
from Cowichan, consisting 
of pro Bruce Tapp and 
juniors Gordie Melissa, 
Chris Delorme and John 
Morgan, said tournament 
director Jon Mahovlic.
The best local team 
finished fifth with pro 
Doug Mahovlic and juniors
Brian Wallis, Dean Chan 
and Jay Balloch.
Steve Anderson- 
Chapman from Gorge Vale 
ended three under par, 
while the local Mahovlic 
brothers tied for sixth with 
74.
The low junior was local 
Willis who had a gross par 
of 72. Low net overall went 
to Justin Green from 
Nanaimo with 69.
Lown bowiing comlsng
A Sidney man who wants a 
lawn bowling green in town may 
get his wish, according to Aid, 
Ben Ethier,
“lawn bowling is in the 
overall plans of the Memorial 
Park Society.” Ethier told 
council July 21. “We will 
feverishly be trying to prevsent 
the master plan on or about 
November, 1986,”
The society recently won con­
trol of the North Saanich 
Memorial Park properly in a 
court battle.
The lawn bowling fan, R.B. 
Bennett of 25.35 Oakville Street, 
asked council, in a letter to con - 
.sicler con.struction of a bowling 
green, saying, ‘'further relitees 
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Sunny summer weather might 
not inspire thoughts of ice 
arenas and hockey games but 
Peninsula Minor Hockey ex­
tends a reminder that hockey 
registration is just around the 
corner starting Aug. 23.
Fees al all levels from 
Peanuts (4-7-years-old) to 
Midgets have not been changed 
for three seasons, said public 
relations co-ordinator Connie 
Hicks. Register at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Regular season 
play begins Sept. 13.
Peninsula Minor Hockey has 
returned to its previous format. 
After two seasons iroolvement 
with the i n t e r - c i i v “ B "
POP-UP FOUL caught by Hotel Sidney backcatcher George 
Bratthwaiie at last weekend’s mixed slowpitch tournament.
9
Hotel Sidney won four of six 
games in Lower Island Mixed 
Fastball wind-up tournament 
on the weekend but had lo leave 
content as consolation round
winners/;;
Taking second place overall 
in the 12-team tourney,. Hotel 
Sidney actually competed 
against the same three teams 
Coachman Inn, Cowichan 
Traders and Humboldt Street 
Blues.
Sidney played to a 9-5 w'in for 
both Coachman Inn games and 
took Cowichan 12-6 but had a 
to squeak by with a 5-4 w'in in 
the second Cow'ichan match-up.
Mike Miller stole home for the 
winning run.
Humboldt Street Blues 
thoroughly dominated Sidney 
sending them to a crashing 13-0 
loss followed by another 7-1 win 
for Humboldt/
Shane Griffey, top Sidney 
batter had some personal suc­
cess, scoring eight runs and one 
RBI. Joe Sparrow pitched ail six 
games adding three RBLs and 
five runs to his overall playing 
record. Terry Ross brought in 
another six runs and four of his 
own while George Braithwaile 
contributed three RBls and one 
run.
Facelift for
A .S4,!00 contract to install 
arena lioards at Panorama 
Leisuie Centre was won by 
Raven Reiun'alions, said Penin­
sula Recreation Commission 
C'hairman Pric Sherw’ood. 1 he 
company was one of four bid­
ding for the arena restoration
tom tact.
AIhhii $6,000 in [iiojcci
malci ial'.i u'crc previous!},
bought ailid 1„ Sherwood
said.
The total $10,000 facelift for 
the 10-year-old arena includes 
a n c h o r i n g the side h o a i d s 
beneath the arena surface and 
new doors.
Some installation bids were as 
high ns $10,000, he noted. The 
project sounds expensive, Sher- 
N'ood a tlmiiicd. ‘‘But, 
everything about an tirena is ex­
pensive."
Claridge Motors mens soccer 
team is in special need of for­
wards this season. Team irs 
outs for anyone 18-years-old or 
older and w'aniing lo play Van­
couver Island League are Aug. 
6, 7 p.m., at Iroquois Park. 
First season game tentatively set 
for Sept. 14.
Claridge Motors didn’t really 
come into their own in field play 
until the 1984 season when they 
won the Division Five title and 
the Kelowna Invitational 
tourney, said manager Ian 
Myerscough.
The team was floundering 
since il began in 1980. Scrambl­
ing for points, they probably 
pulled off two wins per season, 
noted player Steve Clifford. 
Gaining Claridge sponsorship in 
1984 gave them the boost they 
needed and in 1985 they moved 
up to Division Four.
Myerscough stresses commit­
ted players are needed. They 
plan to sign !5 players with 
eight or nine returning from last 
year. Players who miss the 
roster will be kept on a spare 
list.
Commitment created pro­
blems in the past. “Super-star” 
players made the grade and 
repeatedly failed to show up. 
“The team never jelled because 
half the guys didn’t show' up,” 
said Clifford. “If wc get 11 to 
13 guys to show up regularly, 
things should work out better.”
Soccer players won’t be in­
formed of a team placing until 
try-outs are concluded, added 
Myerscough. Blue and white 
jerseys are new this year. Come 
on out and try one on for size. 
For more information call 652- 
2398,479-6135.




schedule. "We’re strictly house 
learns w'iih reps and all-stars," 
Hicks said.
If registering Aug. 23, 9 a.m. 
to noon, remember to have used 
equipment at Panorama arena 
by 8 a.m. for the used equip­
ment sale. Later registration 
dates are: Aug. 27, 6-9 p.m.; 
Sept. 2, 6-9 p.m.; Sept. 6, 9-1 
p.m.; with final registration 
Sept. 16, 6-9 p.m.
First Rep try-out will be Sept. 
2 and players participating must 
be registered by .Aug. 27.
New 1986 Penin.sula .Minor 
Hockey executi\'e are Ron 
C1 a i’ k e, president; M i k e 
, J o h n s o n . i c e - p r e s i d e n t; 
Eleanor Skakun, secretary; 
Sharon Sundher. treasurer. 
Past-president was .Murray Ken- 
nett, Directors are: Dick Chan. 
Connie Hicks, Ragnor Ecg, 






‘WILDLIFE & WESTERN 
PAINTING 
PETER REGEHR
A SPECIAL SHOWING OF 
SILK PAINTINGS
AUGUST 3-30 
Open 7 Days a Week 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. 652-2102
See Murray, J really am in comptrol of 
the paper work, the guys and prices 
while you’re away.
Don’t miss 
















Louise Lovett, comptroller, has 
sharpened her pencil and told the guys 
to give super deals on furniture, 
appliances and TV’s. Come in and deal
r-'jTERMSjg S^'lT oXc. 2
BEAUTY — QUALITY — VALUE Where else but...
ISLAND FURNITURE
2513 Beacon Avenue, Sidney, 656-3724 MOH.-SAT. B AM to 6 PM
A paint sale for people who don’t paint their 
house very often and want to keep it that way.
Sale ends Aug. 6, 1986
Oil Type
House & Trim Paint
A beautiful high gloss finish 
for bofh siding and trim.
Weather resistant—retains 
its bright look for years
Latex Flat 
House Paint
A durable house paint that 
goes on smoothly, easily.
Acrylic Latex 
Semi-Gloss 
House & Trim Paint
A soft sheen finish that you
Keeps that just painted look can use on both siding and 
despite sun and weather, trim. Covers beautifully and
braves the elements (or years.
s! ^terior .
' House & Tnm
'k ,














Prom 31.99 4 Litres
REG. PRICE 
From 33,50 4 Litres
NOW $9095
ONLY )‘e8.
NOW $ ONLY^ IT
'1 Utros
May be tinted to hundreds ol beautiful colours at 
NO EXTRA CHARGE
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Jobs drawing away preschool parents
The increasing trend of both 
parents working is one reason 
Sidney Co-operative Preschool 
has noticed a slight decrease in 
the last two years, suggested
supervisor Glenice Barber.
“One of the drawbacks has 
been with a lot of moms going 
back to work and having to put 
their children back into
ANAF raises $10,000
Sidney’s Army Navy and Air 
Force unit 302 has raised 
another $10,000 for local 
charities.
Meat raffles by the ladies 
au.xiliary have raised the sum 
over the last four months. Five
DOWNEY MANAGES 
TOTH BOAT RENTALS
JAMES DOWNEY has been appointed manager of Toth Boat 
Rentals on Harbour Road in Sidney. Boat rentals are offered by 
the hour, day or week. Also available is tackle, rods and bait.
ISLAND CLOCK WORKS OPENS
WILFRED CAST has opened Island Clock-Works in the lane next 
to the Royal Bank off Beacon Ave. Wilfred offers clock, v,ratch 
and jewellery repairs with over 30 years experience. Goldsmith 
Ken Bradshaw will be providing jewellery repairs and making 
custom jewellery.
thousand dollars will be 
donated to the Veteran’s Care 
Society of Victoria.
The Canadian Harambee 
Education Society which helps 
African children received 
$2,(XX), as did Sidney’s air cadet 
squadron, while $1,000 went to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital.
Sidney Anglers Society 
received $500 and $100 each was 
given to the Victoria and Van­
couver Island Multiple 
Scherosis Society branches.
daycare,’’ e.xplained Barber.
The preschool is owned by 
the parents and they all actively 
participate in the running of the 
school. On average, each parent 
will asist in the supervision of 
the children twice a month.
Co-op preschools are unique 
in that they provide some paren­
tal contact in the first step bet­
ween leaving home and 
Kindergarten. But because the 
parents are only there once or 
twice a month. Barber said, the 
child has time away from them.
Sidney Preschool is one of 20 
co-operatives belonging to Van­
couver Island Cooperative 
Preschool Association in\ olving 
700 families.
The philosophy of the 
preschool is to “emphasize lear­
ning through play, rather than
trying to ‘teach’ art, reading 
and printing,’’ said vice- 
president Wendy Kluge.
“There is a tendency these 
days to try to jump-start 
children by educating them 
when they are two and three. 
Sometimes it’s to no avail 
because they learn on their own 
maturation level,’’ Barber said.
Last year’s enrolment was 24, 
12 in both the three- and four- 
year-old groups. Ideally, Barber 
said, the preschool would like to 
have 15 three-year-olds and 20 
four-year-olds.
The preschool is housed in 
the United Church on Malaview 
but is independent of the 
church.
For more information on the 
program, call Wendy Kluge at 


















applicable toward our 
SERVICE
*
NOW BILL & BARB PAYNE 
(Family T-Shirts) ARE BACK 




DOLORES JAMES, recently from Bracebridge, Ont., has assum­
ed ownership of Sea ‘n’ Shore Decor. Located on Beacon Ave., 
the store carries gift ware, brass, iamps, woolens and clothing 
with many nautical gift ideas.
B & B Payne Ltl
652-4618




IRMA HAGBURG has opened Daisy Chain Fashions in fBailey's 
on 3rd,St. in Sidney,' New and used clothing including designer 
clothes by local and Vancouver Island designers. Emphasis Is on 
natural libros and knitted wear. ' •
' ■ ■ ■ ', ‘ ’'V''' '
TORO SPECIALISTS
FREE PICK-UP a DELIVERY ON ALL 
TUNE UPS ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
658-8882
5197 PAT BAY HWY.
(ACROS FROM THE NEW BOAT HOUSE ON ELK LAKE)
I went to see Jim Walton, as i promised, but honestly, there 
is so much more to this summer pruning business than I had 
realized that I am going to suggest that rather than listening to 
me go on and on about it that you witness it being done. Jim 
Walton, 2133 Bradford Street, in Sidney has kindly 
volunteered to give us all a dernonsialion on pruning. He is 
going to charge $2 a person, and then turn over the entire pro­
ceeds to the Lion’s Food Bank. This event is being held Sat. 
Aug. 1 at 2 p.m. at his residence, and I, for one, will be there 
watching his every move.
One thing I can pass on to you is the need for lots of water 
on fruit trees during the summer, not only to swell the fruit, 
but also to promote healthy growth for ne.xt year’s crop. If 
you are fortunate possessor of one of those wonderful 
gadgets called a “Ross Root Feeder’’ (or a similar model) 
then you will be all set. Push the point down into the ground 
about a foot, and approximately every 15 minutes move the 
feeder a quarter of the distance around the perimeter of your 
tree out at the “drop line’’. If you can’t get the point down 
far enough, water that area first, and as the soil softens, 
shove it down further. There have been times when i was 
tempted to chop a hole in the ground with the axe to make a 
hole to get the feeder started, but that was just sheer frustra­
tion. Our soil gets the consistency of cement after a few days 
without rain . . . good old Sidney clay, of course!
A couple of phone calls this w'eek about tomato plants. The 
first woman was concerned that her plants weren’t setting 
fruit, and the flowers were falling off, although the plants 
otherwise seemed healthy. One possibility is that her plants 
may not be getting quite enough water ... as you probably 
know tomato roots are enormous, .and spread out in an ir­
regular circle about two feet or more in diameter, so make 
sure that you w'ater heavily covering an area at least two feet 
wide around each plant, watering several limes each week, 
but not daily, especially if you have them mulched. The other 
possibility is that it is lack of pollination. We need heat to br­
ing out the pollinating insects, and heat we don’t have.
The other caller who grows “Moneymaker’’ tomatoes ... 
she has 18 of them and last year harvested more than 200 
pounds of fruit . . . anyway although she ha.s some fruit 
(nothing to compare with last year’s bounty) some beast is 
eating holes in them. Since we aren’t usually plagued with 
that big caterpillar called “Tomato horn worm’’, il seems 
most likely that il is one of the other rotten members of the 
caterpillar family, either “climbing cut worms’’ or another 
dandy called “tomato fruit worm.’’ All of these may be seen 
if you take a flashlight outside and spend a few minutes wat­
ching for any movement (or the sound of cliewing!) Either 
hand-pick the beastly things or buy yourself something called 
“Thuricide” and use one millilitre in a litre of water, and 
spray with this. Those of you who try to garden organically 
will be relieved to hear that this very effective pesticide will 
not harm humans, bees, pets, or birds, just cieepy-ciawly 
things like cabbage worms and cntcrpiilars. This pesticide is 
also sold under the n a m e ‘ ‘ I) i p e ! , ' ’ 
“Him.self” and I ixmoved the netting over the raspberries, 
and put it over the “Marion” l>errics ... a litle late since 
most of the biggest ones have bird bites. We eat them anyway, 
trying not to think that the birds have probably .just been 
eating worms, and the berries were dessert! lime now to 
remove the raspberry canes llsat bore fruit this year . . . not :i 




OPENS ON KEATING X RD.
Fonnetlv Fianks Plact), ttie Drifters Rostfiuriirg p; now owned and 
run.by YVONNE KEN and OIANNF SWALl.OW. Located m 
Sf!nboaid f’laza. Ihn rnrdfiiiranl ifsilunin a Dfiw c.otlnb bar. 
horriAmrido rJeS nni'J Th;» is (iglYOironsAp '’
NEW FACES' ''
Now F«co«, Now Placos is a public sorvico of Thp Roviow Adver- 
Ittiiny UwpaiUinuiit, tl you uim opuninQ a mw ouamout*, expanding 
your presonl bualntiOQ or htiving a change in managnmtint, con-
fftcf Tht» Rovlow Adworllitino DopiirlmonUt 656-1151,
JOHN SALVADOR, Notary Public 
Is ploasod to announco 
his rotiromoni 
Id preference to fishing
Effective August 1st 
His practice will be assumed by
LAURIE SALVADOR & SUSAN DAVIS
Notaries Public







Mr. Sftivaiclor wItiboRTo 
(hank hie msrny cllnnta
lor 1h®lr pfilronaoo ovor 
1h(!J )ro«rfniir»d hopoa 
Ihoy will coatlnuo to 
palionixo tho PMainiiios 
which III now opernlod 
by his diiughtor, Liturlo 
«nd (ono limn 
convoyttnclng tstocrolury, 
SutNO.
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Local ortists feotyred in exhibit ‘WE’RE FIRST CLASS, WHEN IT COMES TO GLASS”!
The key contribution of a 
number of Peninsula artists to
Victoria’s thriving artistic com­
munity is recognized in the Art
GLASS LTD.
in Victoria: 1960 to 1986 e.xhibi- 
tion, which opened July 24 at
the Art Gallery of Greater Vic­
toria.
Work of local artists included 
in the exhibit runs the gamut 
from a portrait by Deep Cove’s 
Mwfanwy Pavelic lo a “par­
ticipatory sculpture” by Mowry 
Baden.
Also featured will be the 
“techno-chemical art” of 
Sidney’s Mary Arnold, who 
works on photographic paper 
by scoring it, and with light and 
chemistry.
Other local works: an oil 
painting by the gallery’s first 
director, Colin Graham, and a 
painting by German expatriate 
Herbert Siebner.
George Tiessen of Saanichton 
will also be featured in the ex­
hibit, which runs until October 
s.
• GLASS OF y,,MnoL„p, nc “ WINDOW • MIRRORS Vs ACL KINDS 'WINDSHIELDS j^p^^NS : A
4-10019 Galaran Rd. Emergency 656-1313, 656-2377 
I.C.B.C. Claims Handled Promptly
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH 
MEMORIAL PARK SOCIETY
(TRUSTEE ELECT SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH MEMORIAL PARK TRUST!
Hereby Invites Service Clubs, Local Organizations and Individuals 
(within the boundaries of Sidney and North Saanich) to submit sug­
gestions for land use requirements to meet cultural, recreational 
and athletic needs in the community,
Closingdate for submissions is Aug. 28, 1986.
G. Montgomery 
Chaiiman of the Planning Committee 
1860 Swartz Bay Rd., Sidney V8L 3X9
nusBEamBacas
LOOKING for a friend in the crowd, an acrylic by Herbert Siebner Gore photo
Auzzies admire twin city
Five members of Cairns town 
council admired ir.s twin sister 
Sidney, sipped tea and exchang­
ed plaques and T-shirts during a 
visit here July 24.
Cairns mayor Ron Davis said 
twin cities are about people and 
learning about that different 
place. Cairns is situated at the 
tip of Australia and the Great 
Barrier Reef starts from the tip 
and runs down most of 
Queensland coast.
When Cairns first considered 
becoming Sidney’s sister city, 
Davis said, council members 
asked some visitors from Sidney 
W'hat the two towns had in com­
mon. “They said it w'as the air­
port!”
Cairns has an international 
airport that serves about 
800,000 travellers each year.
Aid. Rose Blank said Sidney 
was “probably one of the pret­
tiest towns we’ve seen on our 
travels — the flowers are 
delightful.”
Cairns has two other sister 
cities. Hiwasa, a small fishing 
village in Japan, was attractive 
to them because both have giant 
turtles living in local waters. 
The second, Lae, Papua New 
Guinea, is only 90 minutes away 
and Cairns helped them develop
Bus buddies needed
For the elderly or handicap­
ped the simple act of riding a 
bus can sometimes become an 
Jnsurmountabie obstacle to a 
fulfilling life.
An elderl}/ woman living in 
Sidney needs to take the bus to a 
social centre two days a week, 
but may be forced to stay at 
home if she cannot find so­
meone to assist her.
That’s w'here Bus Buddies 
comes in.
The program, which provides 
volunteer accompaniment lo 
those with difficulty negotiating
the public transit system, is cur­
rently looking for a special per­
son to help that woman.
The four-year-old Greater 
Victoria program is run by the 
Handicapped Action Commit­
tee, with B.C. Transit providing 
a bus pass to volunteers.
The program primarily helps 
mentally handicapped people 
learn to use the bus system, said 
spokesman John Close, adding 
that it also assists seniors.
“We need people badly out 






Slurping up spaghetti and 
chocolate pudding at the 
I * i g ’ s P i c n i ( i .s o n c 
rescheduled Teen Recogni­
tion Week event to look 
forward to in .August.
rcen Recoenitinn Week 
July 27 to Aug. 2 w'ns 
sparked off with the Great 
Peninsula Softball Game on 
Sunday, Pig.s Picnic, 
originally slated for July 28 
will be underway mid- 
August,
T he ice- cream i;at ing cots • 
test Aug, 2 Is rcsclieduled 
lot Atig, 8. 2 p.m., in the 
Safeway parking loi. Tlsis 
yeat’s challegers are Central 
Saanich Boy’s and Giti’s 
ciuii,
Vomh Services and the 
Pen into.) la Community 
Association invite any 
organization dealing with 




















FOR ALL YOUR CFDAR FtFOUIRFMFNTS
••Siding •DtickinQ ^Dimonsionsai Lumber 
• Fencing •Shakes •Interior Cpedar 
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE
652-4474
2126 KEATING X ROADiNn.i.nco c.i.|
WnMHIl
their town.
This is the council’s first of­
ficial visit to Sidney since the 
twinning in May, 1984. Sidney 
council plan to return the visit 
in August, 1988, which will 
coincide with a world forum on 
sister cities and Expo 88 in 
Brisbane. Cairns will be the 
gateway to the upcoming 
world’s fair.
Blank said Cairns’ re­
quirements for a sister city were 
similar size and interests.
Council members had a 
chance to go fishing here but 
Blank was the only one to catch 



















Also, great new salad bar
FOR MORE SUPER SAVINGS 
CHECK OUR WEEKLY AD WE ARE OPEN FROM 6 am - MIDNIGHT 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK










































SPECIAL selection Of WALLPAPER $8,99/Sillnlo'H«l






RoQulfif $11.9BI4 UiUO. 
AvnItiitJlc in 3 colours’ 







Be side Slcgg’c Lumber
656-3975
HOURS























#4-6809 Kirkpatrick Cres. 
R.R. 3 Victoria, S.C. V8X 3X1
»Harcfwood Lumber 
and Plywood
®Fir, Pine, Cedar, rough S4S 
•Oak Molding 
•Painted Particle Board 
•Melamine
CONGRATULATIONS 





MEAT SUPPLIER FOR 
CONCESSIONS
GOOD LUCK LIONS!
S3 ART BOLSTER & SONS LTD.
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS
^ 652-1041
ALSO AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
Thanks to the Lions 
For their community support 





YOUR TRANSMISSION SPECIALIST ON THE PENINSULA 





7088 WEST SAANICH ROAD 
CORNER OF WALLACE DRIVE 832 VERDIER
HONEST PERSONAL SERVICE 
FREE COURTESY CAR 
AVAILABLE
652-2132
“If You V/anl It Done Right"
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK LIONSl
1 Hour Drycleaners
rammanicwiii






Sued© Cloanisig ^ Alleratioiris 




LION MEMBERS FOR YOUR 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
The Staff of Seaboard Properties 
would like to wish all the members of 
the Central Saanich Lions Club the 
Best of Luck with their Central 
Saanich Days.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
TRAFALGAR SQUARE BRENTWOOD BAY















GARAGE DOOR OPENER 









•32 gal. capacity •Locking lid
♦Super lough, won’t dent, *6 year wnrranly j 
ruol. corrode 
•Sturdy buMt-ln wh(!ol3 
rnnko moving oaey
WHEEL IT TO 
THE CURB
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COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211












































































































Real Estate for Rent
Real Estate for Sale
Real Estate Wanted
Recreation Vehicles
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Secretarial Services
Signs
Small Engine Service 
Toys
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 
Watch Repairs 
Weddings
Wood Heating - 





Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-,1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complefe and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement corv 
sisling of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or .sirndar 
components which is or are, 
supplied in lintshed form fo 
Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as Ihe Review by 
lire advertiser and in­
corporated in said advertise' 
merrf shall remain in and 
betonci to the advertiser, 
WARNING
No nraiorirjl covered urrder 
the copyright outlined above 
may be U8r#rd wilhoui the writ­






Clarssilid Ralo; Isl Inst-frlion — 
15c a word, nrinimum charge 
$2.00 2nd and sulisequertl 
insertion 10c a word per in- 
serllon, minimum charge 
$1.35. Charge orders by 
phone — add $1.50 per ad 





In local area. . . $15 
Canada. , . $25












Church Service and 
Sunday School
All Welcome
Corner of 4th St. 





7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
9:45 am.................. Sunday School
11 ;00 am........................... Worship







7726 W. Saanich Road
8:30 a.m.......................Assumption
12:30 pm............ .. Assumption
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 prn..................Saturday Mass














7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am.. . .............Sunday School












One ServFce Only 
at 10:00 a.m.
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION 
available with Sidney based firm to 
worlt an evening shift (3:30-11 ;C)0) p.rn. 
Position requires knowledge in the 
areo of computer doto input. Com­
petitive salary and full range of 
benefits ovoilobie. Reply Box t(X) - 
9781 - 2nd St.. Sidney. 32
PHILLIP'S RESTAURANT - experienced 
breokfost and lunch cook, and 
waitress needed. Apply by resume at 
7816 East Saanich Rd. 31
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. tf
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
COMPANY, seeks management 
trainees. Don't miss this opportunity. 
Coll R. Bocico for cppt. 388-6544. 34
EARN S3OO.0O-S^7c)0’~^a’'rt ’'tiirieT 
$2,000.00 - $4,000.00 full time. Conloct 
R^ Bocica for oppt. 388-6544. 34
B ABYsTfriF^JEmi Fr ED““rt a r t i ng 
September for one yr. old. Central 
Saanich. Phone 652-4210. 31
L
HOUSE CLEANING, fast, efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRTAWAY. 652-0644, com­
plimentary flowers. 53
14 YR.- OLD GIRL, would like occasional 
babysitting, days or evenings. Central 
Soonich area. Call Paulo 652-2107. 32
LAWNS CUT, small hauling ond chain­
saw work. 656-5203. 31
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS, ex­
perienced cleaning lady with equip­
ment will clean new homes, buildings 
and renovations, $7 per hr. or by con­
tract. 652-6361. 34
17 YR. OLD FEA4ALE STUDENT looking 
for work. Experienced cash register, 
office work, farm work and 
housework. Excellent worker. 
REferences. 656-4846. 31
HAULING, Junk removal, basements, 
attics. Garden refuse, etc. and garden­
ing. 652-5020. If
CONTRACTORS, homeowners! Avoid 
the high cost of re-roofing. Coil Done 
at 652-5020. tf
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
genera! gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Cal! 656-5382 after 5 p.m. tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED” For a 
quality job call Blaine of 656-1475. 
Most houses S16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide appiicotor. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317 tf
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, v/indows, in- 
doors/oul. eavetroughs, pointing or 
ony job you don't find lime to do. 652- 
0722. Reasonable rotes. 35
CHAINSAWING, tree felling, firewood 
cut. 656-6708. ' 33
HOME REPAIRS iorge or smale, quality 
workmanship, best price around, lots 
ol local roferonces availobie. 10 years 
experience, 652-0509. 31
12 YrT OLD STIIDENT 
mer bobysitting jobs in Brentwood, 
Call Lisa 652 9411. 31
HAULING, cloan-ups. tree services, odd 
jobs. 656 0730 31
9908 - 4th S'L, Sidney 
SUNDAY
ID:30 am.............. Family Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7 30 pm , , . , , Home Study Groups
Further Infcrmalfon 
Pastor Bon Freeman 
856-9957
RANDY'S WINDOW WASHING, $15.00 
ovorago f^oustt, $10.00 townfiouso, 
6W.2522affor,5p.m, 35
HANDYMAN HOME SERVICE. In-
I e t i o r , C:x t e < i o r i p ci i i s u n d 
miiintenof'ce. Pointing, fencing, 
oaves,tiough cleaning, yord cleaning 
ond houling etc. Seniors roles. 656- 
c*045: 727-6(53, 3)
' I ■ I - IV ' ^ I • ’ r i ' '
SIDNEY 6 NORTH SAANICH 








FABRICARE'siDurv TO sooKi; stNcr. tn;,i




WORKINO MUMS, nr»ed n bnbysiilur 
for your 2'4 yt. old* Moiber ol '2 will 
toke tore ol yo'*' rhilrlien during (he 
doy. 656 (1041.
Will BABYSIT in rny Imme G»ee!igloifo 
tf,hfsr>l orori, AMi-fiSyj. ■ < .'i’l
f XCEllENl run TIME AND PARI TIMI 
NANNY, ponilion. tlrtrling Sr>pletnb(»r, 
(wnny povibon* , ore wii’ii: new,horn*) 
pbnne VictorIti Nnnny Agency, 597- 
HUB. gj
lOVINO MO'IMER offoiinB yrwMive, 
qiiohly doyenre. llconted, Reocoruible 






PM.WISI WANllU ft'ii holbd tthnni 
Ciinlral Sl.ftufy, Alutt bw lluoni tight 
i'*ud«ir. moluie and reilobliit, freIrBT 




Cash paid for log and timber. 
Esquimau Log Sort 
384-5647
VACATIONERS, 2 cabins for rent. Dai­
ly, weekly. Cowichan River., family 
beoch and ploy area. Tranquil porklike 






Concept to Completion 













TION and all appliances repairs inch 
commercial kitchen equipmertt. 
525/hr. Fridge or freezer compressor 
replacement, $200-S250. 656-2797. 35
HOUSE CLEANING, fast, efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRTAWAY 652-0644 com­
plimentary flowers. 53
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
moture and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria. Soonich areo. Present market 
condition makes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimate phone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) tf 
BESLEY COfFri^CTrNG^ToTFd^’tT^F 
framing and siding. Call Ron Besley 
652-2338. tf
BACKHOE
• Stumps» Sewer Storm Drains 




656-3583; VINYL SIDING, soffit and repair, reosonoble rotes, phone 656-4624. 31
Westlake 
Appliance Repair
Back on the Peninsula to serve you. 
MOST MAKES MAJOR APPLIANCES
656-4412 eves 652-2035
iimii
PROMPT DRYWALL SERVICE, tape, tex­
ture, point. Free estimote. 658-8658.
32
DRYWALL HANDTAp'iNG.YoV hirer no 








556 Downey Rd., R.R. 1, Sidney
mm
CONTRACT CARPENTER
20 years experience. Additions, 
Renovating, Framing to Finishing; 










Specializing in waterproofing 



















Home 656-2444 Pit 652-1745
HOME RENOVATIONS 
AND ADDITIONS






■ 25 years experience 








Rewiring, Eiectric Healing Repairs 
Appliance Connections










Rllrr fi p m




The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
“Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
8™* in r“ ST"r HEc
ADS
Any single Item selling for $15. or less can bo placed 
In Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
one week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for ........ weeks under the ...........................
..................................................... Classificatlort. I enclose.............v...............,
Name..........,....... Address.... Phone.,.., „
OR PHONE 656.1151 ■ ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC
Sorry no phone In FREE ADS accepted.
I'RESSURF WASHING, pfothut. podov;
'■b i Uj I.vyj'., ivn
for mni»nat». / SB
PROMOrr YOUR CIUb’
OlOotrtntlO'n, w#(f(finq, , with rw«r 
.■W.OtX) imnrlnNd Hiim*, kalvIn Vittv- 
Itit'w*. . it J
NOW.' AVIL. ■ AT OAVrs"'APPLIANCE' 
CINIRI. 2491 tl«van, IV KoInK «in<f »wr- 
v»f Ai)»a micrawavifi. If
'"1 70 2M
r" 1 “ 7.1$ J? ' MO 73 ' 7,49 :74, , "7.00
7fi, ?.TS H J? ,, 3,09 78" '■',■
n' 139" 'sIj'" '" ..150 31- ■"'■'"'.3,09 ^ ■■ " 3,'M
« ’........ . .... 14'"' >•;" , 4.79"' "90""
jF' 4,as' .18 4.70 ao ■ ,' 4J9' 40' ' ' 9,00
41.... >10 41' '' ' 4#...... '"its
o'. " S.TS 4'ft ■' ll,«0 >7 /" '«,05' 48....■ (iJO
Y's ' . ........ 'Of, O.M M ■ ■■;> e.oo
.... ;' 'e,i& S4 '"■■■', "7.10 m' ■" '"'■ '7.79 ■'&» ' ' 7"': “'7.40
iliiltfflilWBlWHWBiiiillMitwiwtrMiitiiiMlWiiMlwwBrwilWiatliWiWiiiWKiairriiiMWiiiilwiM




REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
PC'lHClT A|P BMU L L EVY PARCS
EUlUjMlL U A N B P L|UG S P EWE R C
A TiNiA'R E DN
TBC[S E S'A RlAjW Rj
BAG LNRHNPTR
H;H FOiL DiS'LAiNiT N P
EE^ElTiEiClE
L I L O W U
R M M
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A T C ; L C ! R ; H ' A . E i X ' H ; D i T E
DiFiU liSlGiAiBlA'OiT « G|S O R E
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OS'S! S'L iL^D'.E K'nII P 0|E C U W
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THE PAPER CHASE 
12 letters
DIRECTIONS; Al! the theme words listed below will be found 
in the puzzle, either vertically, horizontally, diagonally or even 
backwards. The puzzle will be easier if you find the bigger 
words firstl As you find a word, CIRCLE EACH LETTER and 
then check the word off the list of theme words. Sonic letters 
might be used more than once, so be careful to leave all letters 
visible. The letters left over will solve the puzzle, and may be 





























































Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the foilowing Monday vyill win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
Phone
Please check one:
LJ I am a Review paid subscriber.
LJ I am not a Reviewsubetibet.
I I I wish to become a Review paid subscriber.
July 16 winner of a $10 gift cer- 
tlflcate was Charleon Ron-






















• CONCRETE GRAVEL 
• Wo laid pickups flrmllorj
MON-SAT 8 ftm-5 pm 
2070 KEATINCI X RD. 
6B2-M14 0515-3124
lyiirrtL
' MUSHOOOM ‘ MANURf . ' 
organic pluni fobif nntl mulch, Waiid 
iitii*, tiuo buminy, pvaiicibiiu /n ui
'■ bulk, CnII eww lo fi»s#ifvo„yaurii», 65J- 
V , . 3«
'COMhltlTC ’'"OAROrNING-' SCRVtCF$''
I ,11.U‘. ./pi.. ti t'V/ «uf ..I./1 Iu.M' >**,y,
'VO,_A h. dlicoynt, ;»!,
THf: CAT |.AHOSCA»»INCii AND 
\OARDfM!NC» f.r»VICr,
' rurihtlcov.ii'. ff*i» #«hmar»ii
,...... ... ................... . If
A'’j7rAACir>«'5FRVirT''foHiv«llrv(,oi'^d 
Iriwh pfot'L, imfjll ti'oc^or wbh looilHr,
. /ejHivoiOf Of'd i:*i:iirkho«,!654','4544t .i , d
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
ttoaeeeee 









• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
• TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES* BArtERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER




MZ9 Canora, SIdnoy 







RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds of typing. Call
Helen 656-4915.___________ __________ if
COA^LETE TYPING SERVICES. Business 




Repairs to Lawnrnowers. 
Chainsaws.
• Hu»qv«rna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindalwa • Jacobaen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 




35 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
ON ALL EUROPEAN CARS
LOW LOW RATES
655-1151
10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
SIDNEY
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, general falling, 
topping, dangerous tree removal. Ful­
ly insured. We'li go out on a limb for 
you. 478-2553.  26
PI
M
1972 OLDS CUTLASS, 4 door hardtop,
83.000 miles, good shape, little rust.
5950.00 O.B.O. 656-4685 res. and 656-
3032 work. 31
NOW OPEN ACE AUTOMOTIVE, com­
plete outomotive and truck repairs. 
Licenced mechonic S25.00 per hour. 
Next to Grants Small Motors. Rick 655- 
1701,3^
82 HONDA PRELUDE," 70,000 "hwy.
miles, excellent $7000.00 firm. 652-
4790.____ ^
I969T^/VIASDA STN. WG., reody for 
the rood, quick sole $400.00, 10318 
Booth Ploce, phone 656-6145 or view 
after 2:00 p.m. 32
66 BU^TrNDY~CHEV
stock interior, 14,000 miles on .-ebuilt 
350. Poul 656-1087 offers.31^
1970 ^EVE^LLE WAGON, no rust,
trailer hitch, $1200.00 O.B.O. 656- 
1397. also 68 Chev 2 dr. hordtop. 33 
1982 DODGE RAM van, fully carnperiz- 
ed. raised roof, hand controls, 
wheelchair lift, cruise control 8137 km. 
656-6459,31^
77 DODGE 7iAAXI VAN, 318 automatic, 
p/s, $1800.00 O.B.O. 656-4248 even­
ings. 31
amaatew
69 GMC. 6 cyl. pick-up, $600.00. 656- 
5203. 31
76 FORD PINTO, 2-door station 
wogaon, 4 spd.. rebuilt motor.
$800.00. 656-2030._______ 32
Tm 2 DOOR VOLARE PREMIER, p.s., 
p.b., V-8, excellent condition, low 
mileage $2,800. O.B.O. 656-5599.^
1976 CELICA, sunroof, radials, gas, 
Pioneer stereo, $1800 in work recent­
ly. Excellent condition, low mileage 
$3500.00 O.B.O. 655 1094.^
DUMpTrUCK for sole $3,500. Can be
seen at 9026 West Saanich Rd. 656- 
0191 days. ^
^"mercury'aAONTEGO, 305, V8,
auto, a/c, 2 dr., $650. 656-3292^31
7^ PLYMOUTH VOLARE, 65,000 miles,
p/s, p/b, p/w. V8 auto., 4 dr., vinyl 
roof. $2100. 656-3292.31 
79 OLDS TORNADO, fully loaded, con­
sider trades. $5500. 656-329^ __ 31
TO DODGrC^T~Y875^us 2. 900xTO 
rubber, 20 ft, flat deck, 44,000 miles,
$2500. 656-3292.______ 3J
1974 SHORTBOX LANDROViER, S3,100; 
1979 Honda CB650 motorcycle, 14000 
kms, excellent shape. $1,200. 656-
8968. _    32
BRITISH "EUROPEAN MOTORS now 
open, 10124C McDonald Pork Rd., 
specializing in service, parts and 
repairs on Volvo, MG. Triumph and 
Austin, plus oil European mokes. For 
pick-up ond delivery coll 655-1151. 32





12" CHAMPION DINGHY, with liner. 
$400. 17x13x13/8 R.H. 3-bladed
Osborn bronze propellor. $300. Call 
Steve 656-1234. 32
SKOOKUM SAILING dInGHY, "^ftT
complete with mast, sails, oars, etc. 
656-6216 or 656-6361 S850.00^3^
1985 ZODIAC MARK II GR,"Pe^^^'te
steering, 30 h.p. Evinrude electric 
start, wheels. Package $7500.00 of- 
fers. 656-7772.  ^1
RECONDITIONED MERCU^ ~^''hTpT
outboard for sale $900.00 656-9312. 32 
MUST SELL: K 8 C Thermoglass 40 HP 
Johnson electric start. EZ loader 
troiler, S2.000. 22 ft. dory, 40 HP 
Johnson, $1.500. Both with extras. 656- 
2378, 31
12' ALUMINUm"¥uNAb6uT, ~7^^ HP 
Seogull, $650. 656-8968. _ _ 32
1983 EVINRUDE, 9.90 "Ap" long shall 
eleSetric start outboard with tank. 
Hardly used, almost like new. Ideal 
sailboat motor, $790. Offers. 656-6958 
or 386-5719. 31
79 FORD TON CAMPER SPECIAL, 75 
Scamper 8 ft. camper with 3-way 
fridge and stove. Both excellent condi­
tion $5,995 lor the pair. 652-4676^^ 31 
1981 8 FT. SC^PER CAMPER with fur­
nace, icebox, stove and water pump. 






USE THE SAME PRODUCTS THE 
PROFESSIONALS USE. MADE IN 
VICTORIA — DELIVERED TO 
YOURDOORI
SQUEAKY CLEAN JANITOR PRODUCTS
BY ASHFIELD OIL
386-4334
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
cleorout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pane windows. Ther- 
mopone Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 4th St.. 
Sidney. 656-6656. Visa, Mastercard, tf
dassifisds





25 words for $118 will reach
more than 69O5OOQ homes through more than 70






PIANIST WANTED for boflwi school 
ControT Sidney. Must bn fluent sight 
raaders, rnolurw and utlioblo: Profnr 
«xpoii»nc»d iKCompoi'tisl. Phono 6W> 
0978.' li'J
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR pointer. For fro# »*»1itriatw», 
phone lorn 65A-7951. 3!
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORA1TNC». YJollcoverings. aproy 
pointing, brush and roll. Our price* 
will pl»*am you, Coll for froi* wtilmaiw 
ony lime. 47K 8030. tf
EXPERIENCED PAINTER, ft<«*onabln 







Where can you lease a truck 
for only: $119.97 per month? 
Call Ed Black collect at 525- 
3481 or toll-free at 1-800-' 
242-7757. DL5674.
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice. Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 
4111. West Vancouver. DL 
5534._____________ ______ _
Ford diesel and Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD. DL5231. 
Mitsubishi Diesel - cut that 
fuel bill in half and travel 
twice as far. Will repower 
pickups, tow trucks, cam­
pers a rnotorhomes. Recon­
dition or used engines from 
$1795. with overdrive trans­
mission, Simpson Power 
Products, 110 Woolridge 
St., Coquitlam, B.C. V3K 
SV4. T-520-3611.__________
$99 delivery deposit OAC, 
Never pay bank payment 
again. 100's of new and 
select used Ford trucks and 
cars through our exclusive 
Drive-Bac payment plan. 
Delivery anywhere in B.C. 
Telephone credit approval. 
Phono Les Fox, Kensing­
ton Ford Burnaby (The Big 
Onol collect 1-294-4411 DL 
8105.................................... .....
1983 Ford One ton 6.9 Die­
sel auto (53000 km) still 
under warranty. 12 FT deck 
beaver tail and headache 
rack, Under aide tool boxes, 




Earn' 15% "per "year Tn 1 j',S; 
dollar.*!. Guaranlood! - By 
, way of leasing Marine Car­
go Cnntalnors Rental In­
come - live Marine Cargo 
Conininorfl pay *,2,325 per 
year, 10 p»v 14.850 per 
; year, 2,5 pay *11,625' per 
year Length of lease is up 
' to 15 years (five your incre­
ment?, I .Minimum invest- 
monl *3.100," All above In 
U S dollars. Ask about our 
cap,Hat fflpprttcialion pro­
gram. Call 273-1116. Wrlle: 
Pacific Rim Container Sale,s 
Ltd,, (ft00 - 10651 Sholl- 
britige V/By, Richmond, 
B.C, VOX 2W8. Tfilox 04- 
3576(i2,
store, rjas pumps, calo, 
feeiil binkftng, shoo, three 
bay tarpon, lour bedroom 
hrjuso .SIftcan Park, B.C. 
Higfiw,«iv 46, V/eat Kooten­
ay. Reduced *159,000 lo 
*119.000. (604)226-7332,
.(604)226-7256,....... ............. .
Complete Cararruc Snop; 
p.symg nnhlv/ fiver 500 
molds 'Pouring table, two 
j.kutt viin<s 5tainless steel 
mixing liinir. $6,000. 29435 
' Jj 11 y e r Crescent Mission,
" B C. V2V 4H9, 1,-«2f)-2901,„ 
VffiiUii'Hj War.iufujti, cuwtir 
Mainland, established 1971, 
pnlenlial of 160,000. F'.A, 
" MoieF .Fort Nelson. Rep- 
:: bitemeril tost - *1,400.000. 
lOntj iipptarsut SMfU.OUO. 
price . *550,000 5(>ecial|y 
Art Shop, ostabllHhed fran- 
chom, North Van. mail. 
Cash requited *i'l,.000. Sep- 
fit ■I'a'i' Serv^te, lower 
Mainland. Miabiished 1973. 
Prplils of $50,000 P.A.. Zai* 
: ex Business Brokers 
,.033& , ^ ,
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
EDUCATIONAL HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE
T.V-, Stereo Sales and., Ser-,, 
vice., Well established over 
35 years. Opportunity for 
technicians with sales ex­
perience. Enquiries: Benard 
Electronics, 41 Trunk Road, 
Duncan, B.C. V9L 2N7.
Bible Bookstore. 224-6th 
Street, Courtenay, B.C. V9N 
1M1. (604)334-2556. Call or 
write for further infor­
mation. Profitable business 
for retired or seml-retired 
persons. 
Well established, successful 
business opportunity now 
available. 35 years same 
location. Owner retiring. 
Home also available. Busi­
ness could be franchised 
Into chain of stores, 1-604- 
6B2-3019.
For Sale VVIndshleld Repair 
Kits, bull-eyes, stars, 
cracks, visibility returns 80- 
100%. Gurney Enl,. R.R, 
41. Valhalla 44, 100 Mile 
House, B.C. VOK 2E0. 
Phone (604)395-2083.
For Sale: Rental property, 
1.57 acres, Quesnol. Three 
duplexes, one house, live 
irallors, (our trailer bays. 
Room (or expansion. Priced 
to sell al $125,000, 992-
6935, _______ _ _________
Tired of the B.S.? I have a 
very lucrative salmon fish­
ing charter operation in 
Campbell River, B.C. Two 
boats (40' iivi>sbo-ord and 
Boston Whaler). Exclusive 
party fishing. Largo cllentel, 
good cash (low. $125,000, 
Will assist In financing, 
Wayne ■ Soa Gypsy Char-
lors. (604)286-634'3. ______:
Fasiesl growlng compaiiy Fn 
the world. 7lh year business 
to exceed one billion seeks 
enterpriidno individuals in 
domestic arid Internatlonel 
merkPIs, (ncomos lo one 
million per annum. Vertfl- 
ahto. (604)273-8328, (604) 
276-8380 or 177-1215 Davio 
St,, Vancouver V6E, 1W4.
■ ED^AThONAL.,_FII:.ZIZl'
' Free' 1986 gtitdo to study-' 
at-home cot reapondenco 
Diploma courses (or presti­
gious careers: Accounting, 
AircondlBonlng, Bookkeep­
ing, Business, Cosmetology, 
Eiffctronlcs, Legal/Medical 
S»K-rtttary. Psychology,, Tra­
vel. Granton, (1A) 1055
'A'cst Genrgie Streel 42002, 
Vancouypr, j ._000:2(?9-1J,2^^^
Auction School, l4lh year, 
1,200 Graduates. Courses 
April, August end Decem­
ber, Write Western Canada 
School of Auefioneoring, 
Bov 687, Lacombe. Alberta, 
TOC ISO, (4031782-6215 
eyonjngs ;(4p3)346.79i_6, 
Dynamic Future; Makeup 
Artist, Esltietidan. August 
EnfOllrneni, rree Brochute, 
Yvon Bourgeois Internat­
ional ACdderny of Listhwhes 
and Beauty Deslqn, 825 
OrnriviMo Street, Vfi.ncouvof, 
R C VfM IK9 688.051.3
Canadian Ctectrolyais Col­
lege now accepting reglalra- 
llons (or September 2nd, for 
a protfissionat, challenging,




Slioot your tiome video (imi 
a pro' learn hew by send'' 
ing for (tea information 
from incentiva Hooka, ((703- 
tfl75 Robson Strwt, Van- 
cuuver. B C. VOa tC,L
Fraser Valley College offers 
(a two year Agriculture 
Technology Program in Ag­
riculture Production Tech­
nology, with diplomas in 
agri-production and agri­
management. Begins Sep­
tember 1986. Register now. 
For further information 
phone (Chilliwack) 792-0025, 
locar288.
' a f y at e
591-,3345. Suita 208, 




Four saw scragg 10 inch 
edger trim table green chain 
all hydraulic export grade 
accuracy portable excellent. 
395-2792 or 397-2792.
Three year old 740-A line, 
large tires 25% to 95%, tilt 
blade, A-1 shape, 3,200 
hours. $73,000. View at 309 
km sign, Highway 37 north 
at Bob-Quinn Lake anytime.
Or write Box 800, Stewart, 
B.C, VOT 1W0. 
Portable Sawmill, No, 2 
Coutts headrig, 6" edger. 
Nigger, live log deck, car­
riage electric over hydraulic, 
8V71 power. 56 ft. long 
under roof. *21,000, Phono 
Don 560-5583 or 564-1972
befoni 9:00 a.m. _________
'76' Cal 225" Excavator. 
Beales quick coupler. 36” 
digging, 66” cleanout buc­
kets, can bo seen working 
In Maple Ridge, $48,500. 
467^3626^.
PP.CSALE M.ISC._,....irZI
f7 seat passenger walk-on 
bus, 1981 Chev, 14,000 
miles, oxcollont condition, 
suitable (or sorvlco ciub or 
seniors centre. Phono White 
Rock 535-1310 evenings.__ .•
A.lrcra(1 • Boavor On 
Wheels. 25,000 T.T. Engine 
time X, Paint and Interior 
6(10, *27,000, 4.5GO floats 
available 1-923-6376 or 1-
M7:4660.____...... .... _______ '
Buy drreef. OkanaganTruit 
custom canned with or with­
out sugar. For further infor­
mation contact Beaven'a Or­
chard Cannery, Box t(17, 
Summertnnd, B.C, VOH TZO 
Of phone 49*1-9111.___
Make your own clown com­
forter for under $35. For 
easy to follow instructions 
send $3 with S.A.S.E. 
Cover-Up, #7 Greenwich 
Cres., St, Albert, Alberta 
’rfifiozG^,,______________
l.ightin(3 fixtures, Western 
Canada a largest display, 
Wholesale and retail. rr«i0 
Catalogues avnliablo, Nor- 
burn Lighting On!re,, 4600 
East Hastings Gtrnet, Bur­
naby, B.C, V5C 2K,5, Phone 
1:299:0666..„^...... ........ .....
Monireikl Military Surplus; 
Workshlrt‘J *2,75. workpants 
$3,50, workbccits $15, For 
cat,(ling, send $2. trelrnbur- 
sert first order): Military 
fuirpliis, Box 243, 6f Time- 
thee^.Qu0bef..,jJOS^,1X0,
Industrial coiling fans, Hna-,, 
vy rJuly - sev'en ye,nr guar, 
antfto, f>2”,.bi«ss or brown, 
trictuding quiet, mulfi-ipeBd 
control, $09, Wo ship, 
Llghtlng-Land Vancouver, 
rinll rntirirl 879.8177
' Oi ARDEN I MO ',
10"' X 10’’ Greenhouse, St49, 
tooow Metal Halide $17.5. 
f'lusi lOtpdO gaidwouta pio- 
ducti Grf*,\! prirei Send 
12, for info-pack. Western 
V2oief Farms. 1244 Seymour 




ment. Flat rate plus bonus 
with guarantee. Ford exper­
ience preferred. Contact 
Pete Vanden Berg, Hansen 
Lincoln Mercury, 10132 - 
101 Avenue, Grande Prairie, 
Alberta. 1-403-538-4044.
Live in companion home­
maker for elderly lady in 
wheel chair. Good salary, 
five days week. Must have 
references. Phone 428-2940 
or Vera 428-5616,
Grocery/Produce assistant. 
Temporary position. May 
work into full time. Aggres­
sive, self-motivated individ­
ual willing to meet chal- 
fenga. Experience in both 
grocery and produce manda­
tory. Subsidized housing. 
Salary negotiable D.O.E. 
Submit resume fo Dawson 
City General Store, Box 540, 
Dawson City, Y.T. YOB 
1G0.__________ __________
Meat Manager, Dawson 
City. Famous Yukon gold- 
rush lown. Exciting, prog­
ressive community, Perman­
ent position for fully quali­
fied meat manager with 
buy-in options for right per­
son. Subsidized Housing, 
Submit detailed resume Inc­
luding business refotonces. 
No phone applicants. Daw­
son City General Store. Box 
540, Dawson City, Y,T,, 
YOB 1G0. Atln; Mark Math- 
cj;)^_______ _________ ;______.
Experienced sell motivated 
odverfising sales person 
vYanted for full time posi­
tion. Base plus commission. 
Please send resume to Mer­
ritt Herald, Box 9, Merritt, 
____ _____
Certified ,Aulo Technicians 
required Irnmodlately Cen­
tral B.C. Ford dealership. 
Relocation funds ovaiinhio. 
Wages commensurate with 
e,Yperlence, Benefit package 
Included, Call, Helno or Dali 
' oll'freo 1-a00''452-6705.
Plumbing and Gas Service 
Mon. Cfillllwock. Need# cur­
rent B.C, Gas Ticket, Knovy- 
ledgeahle In rooftops, boll- 
ofs, oil and' gas lurnncos, 
plumbing repairs and gas 
ilnes. Reply Box 4, Chilll- 
wa_ck, n,C, 6H7. 
NOflCl's'"""
tfil Prize *300, Cornpolllors 
wanted,Power Sew V^ood 
Sculpture Contoat, Sriua- 
ml«h, B.C. July 31 • Aug 4, 
Sponsored by Squamish 
Termintils. For information 
call 1 098-.554O or 1-892- 
9244,.............
PER^NALi"~3IZ''rr"
■Vy'ifis”, 'he'irpioce»V wnceSrt’or- 
ins. silk !Dp.s, Jingufie. Dis­
count pfices, Send $3, lor 
catalogue to; Wig Works 
SturJio, 15175 Russell Ave,, 
Whita Rock, 0,C. V4D 2r4, 
Call .538-3442
Dates Galore: For all ngei 
and unallached Thousands 
of rnetribers anxlmis to meet 
you, Prestlqe Aenuain- 
iflntes, Ljku, Ion i-foo t« 
B00-2«'3-6673. Hours; 9 s„rii,
(jingles Line, (ilngles tele- 
php.-'.fl ,f,tub tor ui'aftsche'd
adults nl all ages and arnai. 
A sale 8 Anjoyabla way to 
meet others, Lriidiei register 
free Call ITilJl OO'j;'.
Near Nanaimo: 1.45 acres, 
spectacular ( ocean view., 
1800 sq. ft., three Bdrms., 
two baths, fireplace, double 
carport, sundeck, outstand­
ing landscaping. Gardener's 
delight. S.W. exposure. En­
ergy efficient. $118,000. 1- 
245-3451.
One acre residential lots on 
Stuart Lake Sowchea Bay 
plus deeded Interest in sev­
en acre dredged boat shel­
ter. $27,900, *5,000 down. 
$300 per mo. 9%. Laurie 
Parker, 1448 6th Ave, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 
3N2. 564-7367.
Ten Acre Estate - Beauti­
ful sparcely secluded land, 
four miles from Hope. Large 
house plus two good condi­
tion rented year round, 
creek, access lo new high­
way. Rents pay mortgage, 
*135,000 firm. Phone 869- 
5992._____ _ ________ __
No down payment. Luxury 
three bedroom river view 
homes located in Maple 
Ridge, most with large lots 
in crescent locations. Why 
rent? From $800, per 
month. Call Al 680-7618, 24 
hourpager.
services"........
Suffering an ICBC Personal 
Injury Claim? Carey Linde, 
Lawyer, 14 years, 1650 Dur- 
anleau, Vancouver, B.C. 
vex. 3S4. Phone 0-684.7798 
lor Free How ro tnlormo­
tion: ICBC Claims anti 
Awards, "If you have a
Major personal Injury 
claims Joel A, Wenor, Law­
yer experienced In llllgallon 
since 1968. Call coheci 0- 
736-8261. Free Initial con- 
sultBlIon. Contingency fees 
available, 1632 West 7lh, 
Vancouver. „
" ■ "''
Auslrnlia/fiFew Ze/ilond Ua- 
vol plans'? Now you cor\ call 
tree tn AN/A. travel the 
Down Linder oxtiorls. Low­
est (ares, best planned trip, 
734-7725. Toll-ftoe in B,C. 
1-aOO-072.692e.____ ,'
"Free Transportalion” trom 
most major cities in B C. 
Register now for summer 
camp. - horses, motorcycle, 
sail boards, "Much More" 
call Clrclw"J” Ranr;h 791-
.
‘‘Summer Camp” - noglslfir 
now three exciting programs 
• horses, motorcycitt, sail 
boarding and mucri rnore • 
call Circle "J” Ranch 791- 
5645 too Mile House B.C. 
'Free Transpiirtatlon” from 
m !>sl„m«Jor_ t it les .... ......
f:.xpo bBrg,aln, It s a secret, 
too Expo R V sites in 
peaceliil sunny Surrey full 
nnttki,ips • lowest rates 
RotlK ahead Latimet Lake 
R.y, Pfirk"ltd.;574.?’17;),_
htenl family sort qfniip Fxpn
accommaiialion at Camp 
Alexandf!* (ted and . Break­
fast, Crescent Beach. $12 . 
*15 per - periorv, inciudM 
brwaiftasr its mit\((tij« tn
Expo. 1.(»;i1.2245, ' '
wM!<iiii'zzzrzzi
Instant cash for placer gold, 
jewellery, slivnr toins, old 
watch pfiiid.s & b.'iifcfies, 
catalytic converleri, We 
ftroettss black sand ■ West 
Coast Recvcllnu, 9800-190 
Street, Surrey, 0a8-4653.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 tl
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. 1 hr. to all day and even­
ings. Lessons and overnight campouts. 
Rockha^n Ranch. 478-3023. if
Panasonic VCR, Deilcraft coffee table, 
chesterfield and loveseat, portable 
color TC and convertor, Honda moped, 
electric typewriters, table and chairs, 
antique chaise lounge, comp stove and 
heater, cfiainlink fencing, dog car;e, 
656-0389. '32
3 ROOMS QUALITY CARPET, rust, 
beige colour $300. O.B.O., 12 ft. rust 
coloured lined drapes S50. 655-1280.
_____________________ ___ _ 31
BAYCREST 30" RANGE, luxury upper 
and lower ovens, gold, excellent con­
dition $350., queen size sofa bed. like 
new. cost over $1200. sell $500. 656- 
2994. 32
1930 COUCH FOR RESTORING, fair con­
dition $60., complete encycl. set $20., 
Viking gas mower $65., fiberglass 
truck canopy $125.. 656-8730. 31
APARTMENT SIZE, hide-a-bed. rorely 
used $150., Electrohome stereo arid 
record player in walnut cabinet. $50. 
656 0563. 31
FOR SALE 8 ft steel garage door with 
hardware. Phone 656-6564. 31
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Bring your 
quality used childrens (0-12) clothing, 
furniture, etc. to us for consignment. 
Ju^s Kidding 9788A 2nd St. 656-7313. 32 
doily or weekly.STROLLER RENTALS.
Reasonable rotes. Jus Kidding 9788A 
2nd St. 656-7313. 33
CHAIR, beigeCHESTERFIELD AND 
floro! $350,00. Kawaii piano $2,200. 
stereo cabinet $50., convection oven 
$150.. T.V. trolley $40.00. 652-6386. 30
MOVING SALE dishes, pottery, crystia, 
linen, and coffee table. 652-0426. 31
SALOMON Sx60 SKI BOOTS, ladies size 
6, $50.. 656-7617 or 656-4049. 32
EASY LIFT CHAIR, wheelchairs, trapeze 
bar, elbow crutches, canes, commode, 
toilet bars, toilet seat risers, cusliions, 
bath bench, shower bench, elevated 
leg rests and o wheelchair li oy, offers. 
656-6459. 31
CHESTERFIELD $50., wood cooking 
stove $300. (in good condition). 656- 
7842. 31
SEARS DARK PINE WOOD, chest of 
drowers (5 drawers), matching twin 
bed, spindle hedboard, box spring and 
mottress, os new. $340.00 656-7032. 32
21 FOOT DEEP FREEZE, bookcose, 
ladies two piece size 10 si suit. 656- 
7698. 31
MINOLTA SRT 101, 35 mm SLR camera 
with F 1.7 lens recently serviced $100 
frim. Also Minolta MC Rokker 26 
mmx2.5 wide angle lens with case 
$50.00 firm. 656-2648. 31
TABLE TENNIS TABLE, complete $65., 
aquarium, 5-gai. with accessoreis $8. 
child's high choir, very good condition 
$15, sliding window, aluminium, wood 
from 3'x5’$15. Phone 652-9491. 31
CLAN EARTH FILL wanted 656-0191 
days. 656-7173 evenings. 34
UNIQUE BOTTLE CAP SHPED CLOCKS, 
moosehead. Schooner, Kokanee, 
Millers brands; Kelin Ventures 642- 
6235. 32
CHAIN LINK FENCE, three yeors old 60' 
by 4' high approx, frame gate 13 posts 
plus assessories $200.00 O.B.O. 656- 
1076. 32
MOVING SALE, misc. household or- 
ticles. Aug. 2 10;00 a.m. 2321 Weiler 
Ave., Sidney. 31
3 FT. HITCH BRILLANT SEEDER, 
new condition $2250, Massey Ferguson 
P.T.O. manure spreader $1250, Ford 3 
pt. hitch 3 bottom plow $750. 656-3292.
130 fimgE SALES [sii... MIJSTATE 1 ‘ HI REAL ESTATE
B mliiuilBttMkiiWamfitt' 1 FOR SALEPENINSUALA OLD AND NEW SHOPS .■ * » ’ I
211 HEALiSME
August 11-16, refreshments Saturday, 
Aug, 16th only. Thanks to the 
volunteer staff and the public for four 
years^of great support! !. 32
BASEMENT SALE - Saturday, Aug. 2nd, 
0-12. Some furniture, pictures, dishes, 
odds and ends. 3]
TOOLS,
to
houseware all sorts, 2563 
Wokernan, off Lochside near Waddling 
Dog Inn, 9 - 3 p.rn. Sat., August 2nd. 31
NEV/ HOLLAND BALER, 268, good con­
dition, new point and repaired $2850, 
take trades, Allis/Cholmors P,T.O. 
manure spreader $800 6,56-3292. 31
CEDAR HOT TUB, S'xB' vvood only 
Ready to assemble, $350. 652 0067 ot 
652 6029, 32
WHITE COLONIAL cradle, $60. 656- 
1607, 31
ANtIqUE library iaddtM, $,^5: mirror, 
3 5 x4'6 ', $2,5: pair of cliina swag 
lamps, $15; two firescreens, $10 each, 
wine rack, $5. 652-6182. 31
FURNITURE SALE! New and Used for 
bedroom, living room or tjiiy inorri, 
olso lots of desks, bookcost.”,. wall 
units home entm lni>'imi»nt rentros nnd 
IV stands. Small ot mnior npitlior'ices, 
dishes, pots and purrs, fV't. storoo!,. 
bortks and tools, firry fi. Snvr.'. 98111 4lh 
$1 , Sidney "tl
BY OWNER' 1973 Cadrlk'r f-lrlr;.rndo 
convertahlo v/ith only SS.Of.iO. No ncrl- 
dertl, rtrr scratch miles by |)ti!srdfmts' 
wile, Rrmsortoblc offt.n vdll bo oc 
9018 4i|t St,, Sidnuy, .11
LET US INSTALL mirrt,>rs to your hifold 
domn, ol dtsrourjl pritrjs. 656 6656 
Viso, Mtnloitnid (ir.ri.t|;4tHf tl
01111,5 RALEIGH BIKES, 24 in. 5 spd 
$20 2? In, 10 spd,,$30. 656 48.16, 31
TAHEEBO TEA, 65? 62-15.' ' ,1'2
SOfID PECAN SOT A TAlllE:, $175’ ? 
sciltd perar'r bar stends witlt Itiuprt 
suedt;' sr'OH fUrtU; tiirr',‘ pritutrt ctrmr 
wrill ruiil lenlher t.iiholslety, $160; one 
hndf.it.h,' inbifr, $35 t-.ni,) white tjr-fsk |■(n(l 
chest ' slightly dorvtagod, $70 froth; one 
Bentwi.rod coni trick, $l(j, one nniiquri
flrrrplrtro 'crr>en, $50 655 1997 31
WORK BENCH or fnrrn1(!i, 9f,Tx36 'H 
ottd inisr, llfrnr.i lor vvenk r.hof). 656- 
3;in3. 31
MECHANICS AND OVriPENTER Irxih. (or 
y.nlit iti lop shape, 656 1635, 31
’K
'I.UN0S AUCnUNEI^RS’
Art, Anil-• Wt» nr# tenMtig Flntr 
qtiBft. »nrl Colinctihiffft,
*To sell yrtui llcms In IIv'J hlflhnt!,! 









Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRiO READY-IIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
658-5235
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD mople, 
douglos fir, arbutus, alder 128 cu. ft. 
cords serving the Saanich Peninsula 
652-6063. tf
ARAB 'A HORSE MARE, 4 yis. old, 
chestnut with white bloze, 14.1 H.H.. 
very quiet. Trained western. $1,500. 1 - 
746-5094. tf
REG. 3 YR. OLD 15/16 ARABIAN FILLY, 
sire Sir Port Bask, black bay with white 
blaze, started western, beautiful ac­
tion, make an offer. 1-746-5094. tf
REG. 9 YR. OLD APPY GELDING, dark 
brown with blanket, 14.2 H.H., super 
games horse, qualified for Summer 
Games, won 1 gold medal, also good 
riding horse, $1,500. 1-746-5094. tf
DRY FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for 
sale. Also good for gardens. 656-5671.
31




to a hom.e 656-2444
31
GOOD HOMES NEEDED for two 
adorable, mole kittens, one block and 
one tabby . They hove been well handl­
ed by small chidren ond have lovely 
dispositions. Will pay for neutering. 
656-8108. 31
LOST ONE SET OF KEYS, two brass pix­
ie, Thriflys parking lot, July 12 
REWARD, 656-7526. 31
LOST: boy's eye glosses brownish in 
,lor ot Iroquois Park. Please return.' 
656-8646. 31
LOST: block ond white cat, vicinity 
North Soanicfi school. Reward 656- 
1087 answers to Zeke. 31
FOUND; on July 22 in Bazon Bay area 
of Lochside Ave.. one female grey, 
white and ginger kitten. Phone 656- 
7410. ' ' 31
160 nSOHilLS
Park Ave. Acquaintance 
Service
Ar;L YOU SINGLE, DIVOflCED, 
SEPARATED?
18 or OVER?
Wrlle to P.O. Rm; 1906, Wpg , Man. 
RTC in? loi yniti Kit Tn'lnv 
mSTVfIN CANADA 'S SOnr^MOST 
DATING Snvs.
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Linn 3fl3-373?, Wo offer informa­
tion, n.t|rporl ond rnfeiTOh.. 24 Iksuis a 
rioy, 7 days n vzfrok. t!
COUNSFILING fr.ii Tomilies rsnd In- 
divi.'fucih. nl all ngei, rorviri(j tlw 
Pt.'iilnsulij Community CciunsiOilling 
Soi'vicu, 9751 lltird 51. . Sidni?v 656 
01,34. tl
IS OVEREATING rirntlng (jiuhiirm'. in 
your life? Ovnieatei!- Anonymc'iiii can 
help you, l'Jr.i riui'S; no weigh-ins, Coll 
Sidnoy 656 .1353. ,, t(
COMPUTER PRINTOin of yom moi- 
tgi'jge i.hcnvs' inlerest, principal, 
baloncw each ntonift, 7?l-0r/5.,
ATTRACTIVE ENGLISH LADY, young 
60* wculd like to lonespond witli 
gnnilomen M-TQ yntp* (widcnvei'.) Box 
lot 9781 ?ml St,. Sidney., 33
NEEDED’too PEOPLE,'to Ky mnv 'w."i«hi 
lot* prndutl, 380'6544, At.k for Mr. 
Rocifo, 34
165 BUSINESS
BID BATIN ANflOUrS ir srir-kinq giiud 
qualify anli(|rins and , ,i,olii>i,lihlris, 
O'vrlnl (uiaituin '■ dirties 4*196 VV»‘S|
SoanhhR.f,' 479,9.144, ■ 31
ANTIQUI' AND COl 11 CTIBir OEALf«
,l,Hiy» rfiino, , yla»»wairt, , ,(ic)ui<ne», 
tiyitiil. fuinitum-. painting, Mlveii. 
tuys, i.lt,'!li<, (eeitjllriif, ‘■(t. plus il'ni 
■<'«'MnuiMiil, 652'504(,1.' ,53
WANII'O. wfiakr'i irmift. 'ivil! poyetj*!!,




Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at ;656- 
5537. If
Sparlfrig
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
lormation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. It you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer o 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please coll 656-0134 





2409 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580, 652-1531. tf
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To-join us, 
help us, or just for information, coll 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. td 
SURvivORF~^F~TEXUAL^^^^^^A^^^^
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day. 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 






SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
cirop them off at The Review, TF
latest!
For Dependable Friendly & 




AEROBICS BORING? Try the 
Polka-Robics — easy and fun. All ages 
welcome no dance expereince 
necessory. Class storting Sept, at 
Peninusio Dance School. Sanscha Hall. 
Phono 656-8978. 34
D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Speciol 
packoges available. Phone 656-3420 




Features 1/3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunnv/ Southern exposure.
SS’fxl iff If @iral.!L I
INFORMATION CENTRE
(Located off Dean Park Rd.)
SIDNEY - large 4 bdrm. rancher, family 
room and den, fireplace, sundeck, 








REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD^
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLA!N 
TALKJNG REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make ittm mmim pm&pie:
OCEAN VIEW 
93,900
Large family home in 
Brentwood with selt- 
contained inlaw suite (mor­
tgage helper) also with a 
dynamic ocean view over 
Brentwood Bay Separate 
garage, spacious sundeck 
and greenhouse are only 
some of the features of this 
fine home. To view phone 
fight now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
h’ *
[
OPEN HOUSE EVERYDAY ~ 2:00-4:00 
10533 MCDONALD PARK RD.
BRAND NEW— $76,900
Lovely 1200 ,sq. ft, retirement home on an almo.st lully 
fenced lot in Sidney, Kitchen with eating ni(?a and lots o( 
European style cabinels with Oak trim. Living-diningroom 
with f,p,, ? pro, ensiiito nnd vvalk-in clonci in in.jsler 
bedroom, To view this fine honK? come loour open house 
daily or phone right now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
$59,900
Retirement mneher close to all amenities in Birinny, Cor­
ner loi with fruit trees and workshop. Excnllem value, 
(■’hone I'lgf'il now,
656-0747 or 656-8751 
AKk for JOE STARKE
IMMACULATE RANCHER- 79,900
This 3 bedroom no-idep rancttei Is ■sitijiitoi'.J on a fully 
fnprcfl loi with Rose biistins ,qnrj .a nmnll grirder’ plot. Kit- 
chon with lots ot cupboards ■ and eating area: 
l••n|eflainmenI■s^;'ed living room with a fonturo cedarwall 
anti fireplace Walking.distance to Boacon Avo. To view. 
Il'iiiil iminacuiaio home phono right no'w. ■
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
WOULD lIKf. 10 INVFRVIFW fumplf 
who dnio thiouqh ('"''tsenol od* for 
(uctliirc' tlory. .Anoeynuty quaiofttfsi'id 
fhonia. 656.1151, 25
nRrr.sM.iiKiNG 'AND rAiioRiNr, ,'iv 
p<»rloitf«i;l ptofoMieiinl Iilllium Ciucr 
tiutvi, .laot'i bu.lkow, 656^;.U90 tl
Ntit'DfD I0(,1 ttnuftl*?. tn Ity ititw wniilli* 
(Mf.diit't ,‘5H().6!<44, nitk |nr Mi 
lltK.IM.' ' .'J4
DEAN PARK’S MAGNIFICENT RANCHER - $164,900
Thi'6 spaeliius 3 bedroom executive type home rrn.ird be 
setth lo be (t,illy approciatod, some ol Iho (oalurer. are: 
Huge iinteiiainmoni si/ed me room witli tikylights galore 
and a veil bat attractivcriy finisl'ioo in Oak and f.fedar; also 
a 'ovoiy atrium whicl'i .separates the me room from iho liv- 
ingmorn, ihen t)iem ir; tlie (ormai diniiitiioorn wiUi bay 
vjindow end It'io r:osy (amily mom witti fmiHiirtfo' F ('* rdl 
me k.ictinn I'liK) diningrotjin. Vaot,tuin systotn, L i 
sine wriiis, ? ivy wafer tanks plr:c; tr'cclvihui;;!! mo'c. of 
course ils all in imrviaculiitf? r.ondtilon'and insiefulfv 
decorated tl’iroughput Moficuloitii lanrlijcaping on iipproy 
1/3 o! an aerr? offered lot your con!iidr;:t;:tlii,)n ul tiic’iow
(tow!
,'if e 1 n.'yn Tn ■
6K6-0747 or tv584751 
Ask (or JOE STARKE
THINKINQ OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Doo'! Dolfty — Fhooti Todoy 
Joe Slarko 656>)j751 or 656-0747
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656“0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS -INSURANCE
■OFFICE HOURS-
HUlllPlI IISIIKB StlVICE
Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
BUYING OR SELLING YOUR HOME?
Let me help you 
get the best possible deal.
CALL CLINT MARTIN 
656-8135
1 Bedroom Condo 
fridge & stove.
WHITE BIRCH
Newly redecoraled, new floor covering
656-0131







if you do then you will miss out on this unbelievable deal, this T 
bdrtTi condominium is located just steps from the beach and 
fninutes from Sidney. Now the shocker, only $35,900!!! and 1 have 
two of 1 hem completewith appliances! Phone me today so as.not 
to lose out! ,
Roomy 1 bedroom home:located on a quiet.street with quick-ac---: 
cess to shopping and schools. Spacious living room has a brick 
fireplace to help keep heating costs down. Kitchen has lots of cup­
board and counter space in a large eating area, bathroom has 
been partly remodelled. Paved drivew'ay leads up to a full sized 
workshop. New roof was put on in April 1986 with a 15 year- 




For it's new owners, this smart 3 bdrrn Rancher is located on a 
large loi backing onto a park with lots of sunshine and just minutes 
to the beach. Anxious ovvner has reduced price to an 
unbelievably low $76,900. Don't hesitate, phone today to view and 
then make your olfer.
BRING YOUR 
CHECKBOOK!
You'll wani to bring your cheque book because after a walk thru 
this spacious 2 bdrm homo, you will be asking to sign on a dotted 
line. Lge Living Room ha.s Rock FPwitti heatilator. Roomy Kitchen 
Icmdr; onlo btiglil p.dio arid lulliiivi lanu-suoped grounds. Dining 
Room could be Don or 3rd Bdrm, Fiisl lirno oltrirod for sale at 
$84,900.
QUIETQUALITY
Silualed at tl'io rjrid of a qi.ilol cul-do-sar; in Brrinlvjood tfiis is'a 
great larnily Iroino vaili IjoIIi .scliools aiid .shopping near by. |..qe. 
Living Room lias paitiiii Malaliat,views, -3 specious brjdrooms up 
have .lots of room. Firsi liirio oKored frit Gat,"- al $69,900, A must- 
see (Of those desiring quality arifj qiiim in a'hoirio,'
FINALLY- THE RIGHT 
TOWNHOMEATTHE 
RIGHT PRICE!
Tlie soaicli toi a liuly ■alloniable anrj luxunous lownhornr.’i com- 
. rnunity is now Qvor,', ■■‘'; yd
Summerwood villaq(‘; will br* 18 townl’iorfioiLdi^.ilQnnd tor Die "Ac- 
live Retired : PerKOn'' wl’ifj requires quality, convotiidnco and 
.Sfjeurity 111 a serrii rural .soiling . tor the light pileo, All homos 
are designed vvitf'i ease ql living in mind tor lliose lotiremrint years, 
level eritrys, s),‘)ac.k,)U!:; kiiohent'. with ealing aroan, gracloi,is living 
rooms witli herililalot lirofriace.s, nnciosed garageB, private,rear 
patio,'.; and 2 full,bnltiroornt,; are iusi some of Ihe manyTeaiureu. 
fho Village vjjll be silualed nti a fully l,rir'idf.criped properly with a. 
rieciiiiiy pertrnolt'.M, lei'ice and a coni coiled rii'.'ceHs gate, 
fTices range from SO/jnon to $!09.«dQ for a'truly aflordablo 
townhomfe |■’horle nii,* lodiciy to anTinge youi private viewing ol the 
(.Airi,'-. and 1(1 Im,'.' oi.ii ;riii(,|i imoif'* ..'il.i'-mi (Ih;., iu^'w and ('.'/citing
toweri;)i'i iF? <■()r.''‘ii"ni,)(,(<v r) oime .....
Thjnklno RenI Estate?
Selling or Ptirchoslnii 
Why not give me a call and let’s 
discuss all your Real K,staio needs nnd 
together wo can make it happoni
Ron Kubek
Block Bros. Realty
“To Solve All Your Heal Estate ProblemsIf
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hood & naturs
NATIVE WOMEN hoid a special fascination for local artist Judith Rackham.
RlAiWIi
PRICE REDUCED, must sell at loss. 3 
bdrm. house with 2 bdrm. suite. Legal 
duplex. Lake Cowichan. $49,900. 656- 
0389. 31
PENDER ISLAND. 159 Pirates Rd. ap­
prox. 'A acre treed lot on Magic Lake. 
Includes 18 ft. trailer, reduced to 





3 have sold — 6-One bedroom 
suites to choose from. Plea­
sant, well cared for adult 
oriented with easy access in 










DON’T MISS THIS SUM­
MER. This home has a lovely 
yard (hat enjoys Sidney's sea 
breezes, i.ocafed in a popular 
family neighbourfiood with 
lots of privacy & quiet, There 
are Sbdrrns, ’/? basement rec 
room, carport and ceiling fan 
lor economical heating. You 
will toiiily enioy ine sundock, 
back yard gets sun all day. 
Also some ocean glimpses 
and |u.3l a ahQii aiioli io tliu 
waterfront. TTris home has 
been realistically priced lor a 
quick Scale so don't wait too 
long. Call, 1521
T 0 P A R E A/BOTTOM 
PRICE. Popular, Morthbrock 
area of Sidney i close to 
recreation and shopping. Also, 
good schools frar your larnily 
This tinri tosidenco has 4 
bediooma, 2 bths and (ec.iea' 
tIon room. Lovely kitchen with 
oak cabinols arid’living lOom 
wittiv healiiaior fireplace and 
bay y^indow, The back yard 1*5 
fenced with fii.jii !ree.s rind lots 
of'sunshit'ie. You nan watch 
the childrofi Irom your 
sundeck without wonyiiig 
about tlio street traldc; A very 




Nov^ IS Ihr; tiirie tn ijunp,,)!/'' loi 
the coiviing ski nefison iiu wuN 
as for p:'nrr' iTmad, f ioc'ruc. 
cepfiftil and fr/fi.^r'iding ineue- 
tfiin IS a groat pLice in ti.ive'a 
ytjnr round.root '.mliuiit 1 
I .n, , '.'-n ^'T.'
of ? & 3 bedroom ccin-
dorniniun'is for sale wiilr 
amenities .. such, m sarmif 
iirc.'piaco or wof,jut.iov<,i,,i4i.‘. .-sri* 
pllances and furriitum. 
r.angi; from ,i!}2daib t(/ 
witir '.xiatirift, rinano- 
ing ..^lyaMpole innor no, c <.100 a 
Call me fr.tf a hot,* broclUiio 
BLOCK BROS. ' 656-55114
211 REAL ESTATE 212 m ESTATE
FQR.SALE EMRIMT1
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Sidney attroc- 
tive fomily home. Up and down self 
conloiried, spearate entrances, each 2 
br.. kitchen, 4 pc. bath, nicely land­
scaped, low traffic with quiet family 
homes on cul de sac. Close to all con- 
venicnes. Senior centre, library. Only 
$84,500. call 478-8493 or 656-7087. 31
BACHELOR APARTMENT - Sidney. 
Stove and fridge, suit working person. 
Available Sept. 1., $280 per mo. o56-
6172 or 656-8886._________ 31
ONE BEDROOM waterfront, ground 
floor apartment. Furnished and ap­
pliances, $400 plus hydro, referneces 
please. 656-3146. 31
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601- 
7th St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utilities, is across from pork.
tf
FOR RENT, prime retail space. Corner 
of Beacon Ave. and 5th St., over 700 
sq. ft., call Dan656-0123. tf
^^rLTltbrs
OLDER TINY HOUSE for rent. Sidney, 
suit single adult $350. month, Aug. 1s1, 
ovoilobie. 656-8084. 31
QUIET ONE BDRM. - fridge, stove, 
water and parking inci. Only adult 
block. No pets. $390. To view call 
Phyllis. 656-7821. 31
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, availoble for 
responsible people". Utilities included, 
availoble Aut. 1st, $695. month, car­
port. fully carpeted, 2 appliances. 
After 4 p.m. 656-6972. 31
AVAILABLE SEPT 1, 2 bdrm. suite, en­
trance. fireplace, etc. all utilities $425. 
per month, after 5 p.m. 656-3267 or 
656-3337. 31
HARBOUR RD., 2 bd.. 1 14 bath, fridge, 
stove, dishwasher. Park like setting, 
no pets, $500. per month, 381-6571 
after 5 p.m. 31
ONE BEDROOM cabin on the farm. 





Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
856-1154
PERSON TO RENT ROOM with baih in 
home in Sidney. Share house and 
utilities $250. month. 656-6208. 31
SAANICHTON - iorge furnished bed 
sitting room. Private entrance, park­
ing, light cooking with fridge, suitable 
tor single quiet non-smoking ond clean 
person, $250. REferences. 652-0529. 31
FOR LEASE 
IN SAANSGHTGN
SIDNEY - AAARINA PARK condo (adult) 
second floor, one bdrm, sunroom, 
seaview, low overhead. Sale by 
owner. $43,900 inquiries 10—-11:30 
a.m. 4'5:30 pm Phone 656-7798. 32
SAANICHTON. Unique 2 bdrm. 
lownhouse, in adult complex of 12 
units. 1450 sq. ft, of elegant living areo 
featuring fir beams, heatilator FP, kit­
chen nook and large private garden 
patio Walk to shopping, post office, 
bank and hospital. On bus route to 
Sidney and Victoria. Offered by owner 
at $94,900. To view please call 652-
APPROX 50Q SQ. FT. RETAIL OR PROFES­
SIONAL SPACE AT 7855 EAST SAANICH ROAD, 
FACING BUS STOP.
ARBUTUS REALTY INC. 652-4488 
FRANKCSINOS 652-3202
2902.
COZY 1 BEDROOM furnished or un­
furnished bosornent suite in Deep 
Cove, furnished, heal, laundry 
locilities. coblo incI, Non srntskor, $400 
per nionlh. rcjforonces plooso. 656- 
1396, 32
BACHELOR SUITE, fridge, stove, lully 
carpeted, portly furnished, soporoie 
entrance $325., Auq. 1. utilities includ­
ed. Bocholor suite lor Sep! I, $350., 
ulllilies included after 4 p.m. 656-6972,
_ .31
BRENWOOD BAY, bunqalow, 2 or 3 
hodroom, portly or unfurnished on ’'j 
ocfo. Sept. 1, to July 1/87. N»iv 
imokers, tui pets, JS/iO/mo 




By SARAH THOMSON 
Review Staff Writer
Harmony and beamy ol motherhood and nature are mar­
ried in the works of local artist Judith Rackham.
Mother of seven, Rackham sold her first painting at the age 
of 12. It was a painting of a swan leaping out over the water. 
She sold it through her high school.
Rackham’s family has a history of talented artists. Her 
great-uncle was English illustrator Arthur Rackham, who 
drew the graphics for Alice in Wonderland, Rip van Winkle 
and other children’s books.
“I was always very interested in his books and 1 have a 
number of first editions,” says Rackham.
Born in Stoke-on-Trent, she trained at London College of 
Arts for her diploma in fine arts and design. From there she 
became a pattern design assistant for Josiah Wedgwood and 
Sons.
“I loved it and I would like to do it again,” Rackham 
recalls with great enthusiasm. But after a few months she 
moved back to Victoria with her parents.
Rackham, now 36, hopped back and forth between Staf­
fordshire and VKtoria while growing up. She completed 
secondary education in Cordova Bay then returned to Britain.
She choo.ses varied subject matter and uses all mediums 
equally, although she does have a lot of children and moilier 
works.
Rackham also has a fascination for painting native women. 
”1 think I must be a displaced person from another life 
because I really like painting Philippines for example.
She also paints ballet dancers. If she could be any artist, she 
would like to be Degas. “I love his subject matter — his color 
is very fresh and exciting.”
If Rackham had a five-year plan, it would be to have 
regional recognition, to exhibit on a continuing basis and to 
earn a living from her artwork.
And she is actively pursuing that route.
‘‘Painting is very important to my survival when you have a 
large family. I would become a very uninieresting person 
without my artwork.
‘‘So I grasp moments like now and 1 work like a Trojan, 
and at night when the little ones are asleep.”
In ihe morning she utilizes her sunroom, where the warm 
sun dries the oils. Upstairs in her bedroom she works mainly 
on watercolors and drawings.
In addition to her painting, Rackham teaches art classes at 
Parkland Secondary to five young children. In the fall she will 
teach adults.
‘‘I think that formal training is very helpful but you have to 
have a ba.sic talent.
‘‘I think art is very important in the education of children. I 
would like to see more art in schools and I’d like to be involv­
ed.”
Rackham believes a cultural centre would really boost the 
arts in the area although she acknowledges Sidney is already a 
strong artistic community.
Rackham is exhibiting with 47 Greater Victoria artists at 
the Sooke Region .Museum’s Fine Arts Festival starting 
August 1. But a collection of new works — never before seen 
— will be on display at Tivoli on Beacon .Avenue, August 10.
COMMUNITY CALENDAR
DANCE WORKSHOP
Teen Summer Dance Workshop, 
July 28-Aug. 15. Panorama Leisure 
Centre, register now. Students in­
terested in this wor.kshop should 
have two or three years dance ex­
perience.
SANCHA
Sidney and North Saanich Com­
munity Hall Association general 
meeting, July 30, 7:.30 p.rn., old 
library.
LA LECHE
La Leche League of Sidney, 
Nutrition and Weaning, Aug. 6, 
7:45 p.m., 6-1950 Cultra Ave., 
Saanichton. 652-9362. 652-2707.
SALE
Peninsula Diabetes Association 
garage sale, Aug. 3, 10 a.m.. Pro-
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TOCONSIDtR
•Vi aero building sites 
•Fully soi vicod 
•Controlled surroundings
A irernondous selection 
now available, representing 
exceptional value priced 
from only:—■
$39,000
sped Lake Community Hall. All 
proceeds to diabetic research. 479-
■,2290..:/'.. .
STAMP CLUB
Sidney Stamp Club regular 
meeting, Aug. 2, !:30 p.m.. Senior 
Citizens Centre. Raffles and door 
prizes. 656-3554.
PEACEPOTLUCK 
Peace Politick fundraising parly, 
Aug. 1, 4 p.m. through evening, 
proceeds to Peninsula Disarma­
ment Group, 1615 McTavish Rd. 
656-5457.
COSTUME CONTEST 
Sidney Jazz Festival umbrella 
and costume contest, Aug. 2, 8 
p.m,. Sunset Ceremonies, Sidney 
waterfront. 656-6861.
PENSIONERS MEETING 
British Pensioners Association 
summer meeting, July .30, 3 p.m., 
St. Matthias Church Hall. 6(K) 
Richmond. 652-9491.
YOUTH OUTREACH 
Christian youth Outreach, Aug. 
11-15, 7:30-10:30 p.m., Coimlrv 
Kitchen. 652-2979.
/
3 BDRM. ■ opplioucas incl. SIrfnay acoa 
Sinqio dwolliuq ot SiK'S. Nou-siuukai . 
noivdririkar!!, Approx $550. Noodod 
botdre Sept. 1.656 68) 7, 31
OARAGE OR ' BASEMENT required, 
Sidney qrort, Clean ond dry t.ar sturogo 
only, Aduanen ptjymnrvt 0,K, 656''i994,
■3?
FURNISHED AtCOMMODA TION 
REOUIRED lor ,3 4 month (:ir 3 visiting 
Chirittfift sciwntitjts Aug. 20 Due, Phoiw 
insiltulf» of Ocnan Srinnirri*. 656 (1329 
wookdpys. 31
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN with 
thildrnn looking for ri 2'.S bodrofirn 
honio in Control Soonirh or Stdnrv 
MuiiNnovo Aug. 1?.t. .'WPOYrtO. 3! 
MOVING' TO TOWN rospon^ihln rouple 
vrith two I'hddrnn wuulH like ?..T bdi'nii 
huu!.4» uu r»«onii.h r«(Mri.>ulo w<' Uiout, 
w»ofl 'or*Ki lor Sept, i. l.Jp t« ,$7(j0„v«nf, 
toll 3H«'/Af/iv‘ :0
INFORMATION CENTRE 
1725 DEAN PARK RD.




Peninsula Citinmuniiy Assmiia 
lion require!; prol'essiniutlly trainet 
lieallli care vvtsrket lo give Si 
John’s Anibu.lance coursiv oi 
Healthy Ageing,. Training provid 
ed. 656-01.U.
PON needs volunteers with sla 
t,ion vragoii Ol haiehback for pick 
up of doomed gotnls and soi iiiip t' 
Bientwood and Sidnev shops. 656
1511,
%^Montreal Trust real estate
ANNOUNCES the addition ol Ihreo experienced 






The Managomuot «(. MONTf'lLAt, .TnUST, WKLCOMES :!lio!.6
dr'dlCa'fd, ).!Ol!;;.!u,U„;(l 
rriinri) A ('f’.fnhir.n'l Oc f i
U,.i,cuU c.' ''g .!'f.i.f.'' f„h|tlilC Llel.lttU-
I etc f , J'./M-C, ■■■..» 'V'* y tl'f'"’'':' ' ■ ! ' ‘i , __
knowlodgr* itnd tooouty sor/'toe; urn awitiaiito to yMj'ti.y (ittomoQ out v« 
lf>na6tlicofil.:4in..7:i5h.at 747f'Oipyhr‘r4 '
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Many visitors to our country, especially tourists who visit 
our provincial and national parks, are quite disappointed if 
they fail to see a bear. Our friends from Britain are fascinated 
by the sight of one at close range. “I know that you will never 
believe this! they e.xclaim to our neighbors. “But we saw a 
real live bear at Comber’s Beach on the west coast of the 
Island on Saturday!”
“You did?”
Yes, we did! First we saw some willows shaking at the 
edge of that bit ot backw'ater up from the broad beach. Then 
he came out! Not 50 feet away! A great, pow'erful, hulk of a 
brute! And do you know what he did then?”
“No.”
He sat down on his great haunches and just looked at us! 
All of his long black hair was shining in the sunlight. Then he 
raised his snout and sniffed the air. He must have had our 
scent and the hair on the back of my neck started to curl. Mv 
muscles all tightened up and if he’d charged 1 don’t think that 
1 could have run a foot! He’d have had me! ”
“But he didn’t charge?”
“No, alter a few minutes he go up and ambled down the 
beach and into some trees. What a sight! Worth coming all 
the way to Canada to see one in the v-'ild, you know.”
Bears are interesting subjects to study. A friend did his 
M.Sc. degree on the movement and food preferences of grizz­
ly bears in Glacier National Park. Among other things, he 
learned that they consume enormous amounts of vegetation 
of various kinds along with marmots and ground squirrels 
which they dig out easily with their long strong claws. They 
are also very fond of wood ants which they secure by tearing 
up old rotten logs in which the ants have made their galleries. 
He learned, too, that,, like the little limpets on the rocks along 
our shore, salmon, eels, snakes and most of our birds, 
grizzlies have a very well developed capacity to find their w'ay 
home again if they have been removed from an area. He live- 
trapped a number of his grizzlies in traps made of metal road 
culverts. He then released them after transporting them 
various distances from where they had been caught. The bears 
almost invariably showed up again in the regions where they 
had been trapped and in a surprisingly short period of time. 
Some of them had been released several hundred miles from 
the site of capture.
Probably the commonest misconception regarding bears is 
related to the phenomenon of hibernation. 1 would suspect 
that if you were to ask 10 acquaintances to list a few animals 
which hibernate, perhaps nine of them would mention bears. 
This is understandable since the mistaken idea is included in 
many textbooks, and in radio and television programs. But
that doesn’t make it true. The most remarkable characteristic 
of true hibernation is a very significant drop in body 
temperature on the part of the hibernator. Indeed, marmots, 
ground squirrels and jumping mice may drop ther body 
tempertures from around 100 degrees F. to 35 or 40 degrees, 
just a few degrees above the freezing point. This slows down 
all body processes, allowing the animal to reduce its demand 
upon stored fat reserves over the long winter.
However, bears can’t do this. Their tiny, relatively ill- 
developed cubs are born in the dead of winter, often in early 
February when temperatures of the environment are far 
below the freezing point. The mother must retain a high body 
temperature to warm her charges and to produce the milk 
which they require. For this reason, bears sleep rather than 
hibernate during the winter.
Bears have a sweet tooth, often raising cane with the 
apiaries of honey producers. 7'hcy also sometimes become 
“problem bears” in parks where unthinking tourists feed 
them, reducing their normal wariness of humans. 1 know of 
one incensed bee-keeper who pursued a marauding bear with 
an axe until the offender finally took refuge high in a nearby 
tree. But he’d teach that rascal a lesson! He’d cut down the 
beggar’s escape tree! So he set to with a sharp blade and 
boundless determination. Within minutes, the tree cracked 
and started its descent. The keeper stepped backward on the 
apparent safe side of the falling tree. At about the same time, 
the bear rejected the idea of using the tree as a parachute and 
leaped out into space. He plummeted directly down, landing 
almost squarely atop the bee-keeper, knocking him out cold 
and then sped off. Fortunately, tlie keeper had a partner who 
brought him around about 20 'minutes later with repeated 
dashes of cold water.
The keeper’s first halting remarks: “Better watch’er, 
Henry. I’m sure that 1 saw a flying bear around hero . . . just 
a minute ago!”





Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
JUST ME





TRICOLOR PROLAB LTD. AND 
ASSOCIATED STUDIOS OFFERS YOU TOP 
QUALITY PORTRAIT PACKAGES AT 
COMPETITIVE PRICES.
• Ptioiographs jro Uiken iti ihe( oiiiluit of a locdl 
professional pholoj>r.rphy studio.
* Appointments available. No lineups.
• No high pressure sales.
• No sitting fee.
® Your choice of pose from
















• PEDICURES ^20°° \ 3Ll^E&c^
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY 656-2233 KITTEN








<• Two hundred women — .some 
'Of whom had to be turned away 
— attended the breast self- 
examination clinic sponsored by' 
the Canadian- Cancer Society 
, July 23 at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital.
“There was an itncredible 
response to the clinic,” said co­
ordinator Monica Clack. “It 
was overwhelming and the 11 
volunteer nurses worked until
11 p.m.” The clinic was
scheduled from 5-9 p.m.
Clack said they had to turn 
away 23 women. However, 
another clinic will be offered in 
Sidney towards the end of the 
year.
The average age of women 
who attended was between 40 
and 50, but the ages spanned 
from 20 lo 75 years.
“We referred 20 women with
Golden drehes- 
refusal premature
Sidney administrator Geoff 
Logan said a published report 
(hat Sidney council refused a rc- 
q u c s t b y M c 13 o n ;t Id's 
Rest ail ran I.s for a restaurant 
Joe a led at ihe Beacon 
fAvcmie/Higliway 17 inicrsec- 
'tion was “premature.’'
Mcl.Jonald’s approached 
Sidney council July 21 to re- 
miesi sewer aird wsurr Imoknp 
"dor the proposed resmurani. ti> 
■‘be located on rr.'inspuri Canada 
land. Members of council ex­
pressed concerns about the plan 
and decided lo vueet will 
McDonalds lepresentalives for 
flit tlier discii.ssions.
-Sidney council’s jmisdiciion
over the proposed restaurant is 
complicated by the fact it will be 
located on federal land, .said 
Mayor Norma Sealey.
lumps out of 171 to their doc­
tors. But it is important to note 
that most of the breast lumps 
are benign and curable, 
especially if caught early- 
enough.”
The women attended the 
clinic for two main reasons, said 
Clack. Some wanted lo learn 
how to monitor their body, 
some were already examining 
their own breast.s but weren’t 
sure they were doing it right and 
others wanted an additional 
check besides their doctor.
“The theme of the clinic was 
to know' your own body and the 
women were really happy with it 
and would like to sec more of 
the clinics,” noted Clack.
The next clinics will be held at 
later date.s in Victoria and 
Western coiTTmunitics. k'or in­











For special occasions or every 
day elegance, try acrylic r 
or, R»ler>tJ the length wilh 
Dps, ond gels and notice 
the diflerence.
Easy to apply, tong lasi- 
ing requiring only perlrtoir 







Due to expansion we are looking lor hairstylists (no 
clientele needed) apprentices and an Aesthetician tor 
busy salon. Phone 656-0752 for information.








fra 7 AM . 7 PM Every Day
6S24192
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TAKE OUTS 656.5698-7 
Sill & Boacon SIdnoy
___
TfiY OUHte.flS 
Early Evanhg DINUES SPECIAL 
fl:3l)-6:00Mori.-Ffl.





rnmutfipi V Hrt«w 
yNhfrt NEW OWNERSHIP
NEW JSi EXCITING 
FAMILY CUISINE




SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FOR ONE 
* Chickitntshoiiiv Main
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LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER - 400 CANS ONLY »- FIRST COME BASIS.







20 KG WEED & FEED
BAG 9 KG BAG 20 KG
ONLY ONLY BAG
GARDEra CHElVIiGALS
DIAZINON BUG BAN C ANT KILLER
REG. SALE REG. SALE
liitre 12.99 9.95 SOOg 5.49 4,39
SOOmL 9.93 7.99 NOXALlEARWIG BAIT
25mL 5.99 4.79 ^
METHOXYCHLOR25 EC ’ 'X',,« n.„
REG. SALE SLUG BAIT (mETA)
SOOmL 9.99 7.99 ,
V REG: SALE 9-5 kg 2.49 1,99
1 litre 13.39 10.49 FUNGINEX
SSQ ml :? 8.69 S.95; „„ , : ''^nVn
ml ' i Qtj T QQ 250 ml 9.99 : ; 7.50
GARDEN DUST
REG>::::':vSALE-
FUNGICIDE -* 70 300 ml 6.49 5.20
750mL 5.99 ^./S -
• 6 S9 5 59 5% SEVIN0.S3 0.03 BEG. SALE
SSOg 6.48 5.20
REG. SALE Aj»i /tinr-
229 1 79 CALGIDE :





50 fix Vi” Reg. 6.99
RUBBER VINYL HOSE
Vi''xSO’ Rog. 12.95 SALE 9.S 
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